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Inverted organic solar cells (OSCs) have attracted much attention due to their 
approved stability and compatibility with roll-to-roll processes since their initial 
studies. The nature of electrical contact between the active layer and cathode in 
inverted OSCs has significant effects on the device performance, thus modification of 
those interfaces by inserting appreciate interfacial layers can optimize the contact 
properties to improve the device performance. The purpose of this work is to 
investigate the mechanism of the metal oxide interlayers and develop novel interfacial 
layer materials to modify the interface for highly efficient OSCs. In this thesis, three 
types of cathode interfacial layers, atomic layer deposited (ALD) and solution 
processed metal oxides (zinc oxide (ZnO) and titanium oxide (TiOx)), and 
polyelectrolyte (polyethyleneimine: poly(styrene sulfonate) sodium salt (PEI:PSS)), 
have been studied for inverted OSCs.  
ALD-grown ZnO and TiOx films are dense, stable and robust with the 
capability of conformal coating on nanostructural surfaces, showing a promising 
interfacial layers for OSCs. The low temperature ALD deposited metal-oxide thin 
films as the electron selective interlayer were conformally coated on the well-ordered 
periodic nano-groove structures to form the periodically nanostructured ITO-
cathode/active-layer interfaces. By using ALD coating, it was found that the ITO 
patterns were maintained upon adding the metal oxide layer, thus avoiding the 
“flattening effect” which usually happens when spin coating poly(3,4-ethyl-
enedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) layer on the ITO patterns. Meanwhile, the thickness of 
the interfacial layer between the ITO surface and the active layer was even and 
xii 
 
precisely controlled, thus eliminating the influence of the thickness variation of the 
interfacial layer. As a result, the device performance especially the photocurrent has 
been significantly increased due to the enhanced charge collections and light 
absorption arising from the light trapping and also morphology improvement in the 
active layer.  
Solution-processed metal oxides (ZnO and TiOx) as cathode interfacial layer 
were developed, since the long-time consumption and non-cost effective ALD 
deposition process is not desirable for the cost-effective fabrication process for OSCs. 
Firstly, effects of different post-treatments (thermal, humidity, and vacuum) of 
aqueous solution processed ZnO buffer layer were investigated on the device 
performance of inverted OSCs in terms of surface structure and properties. It was 
found that the thermal and vacuum post-treatments not only reduced the film surface 
defect sites but also increased the film crystallinity compared to the reference film. 
Secondly, the device photo-stability of devices based on ZnO, TiOx interlayers, and 
ZnO/TiOx, TiOx/ZnO bilayers has also been studied, since photo-induced degradation 
is a big obstacle for the commercialization of OSCs. It was found that devices based 
on TiOx/ZnO bilayer obtained better device performance, and devices based on 
ZnO/TiOx bilayer contained better photo-stability.  
Polyelectrolyte complex, PEI:PSS, as the cathode interfacial layer was used 
for  highly efficient inverted OSCs. It was found that the PEI:PSS cathode interfacial 
layer can induce an ohmic contact with the fullerene active layer and increase the 
built-in fields through significant reduction of the work function of ITO. Using blend 
of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester 
(PC61BM) as the active layer, the OSC devices incorporating PEI:PSS as the cathode 
interfacial layer showed much increased power conversion efficiency (PCE) than 
xiii 
 
devices with ZnO or bare PEI interfacial layer.  The combination of PEI:PSS with 
TiOx bilayer exhibited excellent device performance by reducing the energy barrier 
for electron injection and transport and reducing the trap-assisted recombination. The 
S-shape in the current density – voltage (J – V) curves of devices based on TiOx layers 
has been eliminated due to the reduced electron injection barrier.  Meanwhile, it was 
found that device air stability based on PEI:PSS interfacial layer was better than 
devices based on ZnO layer. From the solution processability, air stability, and device 
performance, the polyelectrolyte, PEI:PSS, should be the best choice for interlayer in 
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With the continuously increasing global energy demand, energy crisis and 
environmental issues have been highly concerned by the entire world. Until today, 
most of the energy production still comes from fossil fuels (coal, oil and neutral gas) 
[1.1]. However, the utilization of the fossil fuels is not environmental friendly due to 
the generation of carbon dioxide which has a detrimental long term effect on the 
neutral balance and induces greenhouse effect [1.2]. Meanwhile, the fossil fuels are 
not regenerative energy and will expire one day. Thus, renewable and clean energy is 
urgently needed. 
In the past few decades, solar energy has received a great deal of interests due 
to its abundant, regenerative and clean properties.  The total solar energy absorbed by 
Earth’s surface is approximately 3,850,000 exajoules (EJ) per year which is much 
higher than the yearly human primary energy consumption (510 EJ in 2009). It has 
been widely recognized that solar energy is the promising candidate of the renewable 
and clean energy. In 2011, the International Energy Agency said that “the 
development of affordable, inexhaustible and clean solar energy technologies will 
have huge longer-term benefits. It will increase countries’ energy security through 
reliance on an indigenous, inexhaustible and mostly import-independent resource, 
enhance sustainability, reduce pollution, lower the cost of mitigating climate change, 
and keep fossil fuel prices lower than otherwise. These advantages are global. Hence 
the additional costs of the incentives for early development should be considered 




Photovoltaic (PV) technology has been considered as the essential method to 
utilize the solar energy. Solar cells are solid state electrical devices which act as 
energy converters and convert the solar energy to electrical energy directly from the 
sunlight by the photovoltaic effect, which provides us a great opportunity to utilize the 
solar energy source. Typically, there are two types of photovoltaic devices: inorganic 
solar cells (silicon solar cells) and organic solar cells (OSCs). Inorganic solar cells 
(silicon solar cells) have already provided highly efficient performance. However, 
their fabrication process is much more expensive compared with OSCs. OSCs have 
their unique advantages such as capability of low-cost, large area fabrication process, 
and light weight compared with inorganic solar cells, which makes them as the 
promising photovoltaic technology to tackle the energy and environmental issues. 
 
1.1 A brief overview of organic solar cells 
1.1.1 Background and historical development of OSCs 
Organic solar cells have attracted much attention in recent years due to their 
potential for energy-efficient, low-cost, large-area and high-volume processability. 
The first study of OSCs was reported by Kallman and Pope in 1959. The 
device had a single layer structure with extremely low power conversion efficiency 
(PCE) of 2 x 10-4 [1.5]. In this single layer structure, an organic semiconductor layer 
is sandwiched between a low work-function metal (cathode) and high work-function 
metal (anode), as shown in Fig. 1.1 (a). Even though the single-layer OSCs tend to 
produce a reasonable open circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.2 V, their photocurrent is 




have a strong tendency to recombine with each other. Due to this inherent limitation, 
the PCE was only improved to 0.36 % from early 1970s to early 1980s [1.6]. Since 
this type of solar cells only contains one organic semiconductor material in the active 
layer, they are also known as homojunction solar cells. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Four device architectures of conjugated polymer-based photovoltaic cells: 
(a) single-layer OSC; (b) bilayer OSC; (c) disordered bulk heterojunction; (d) ordered 




The next generation of OSCs is the bilayer solar cell which is a major 
breakthrough firstly demonstrated by Tang in 1986 [1.7]. In the bilayer structure, an 
interface is formed between two different layers, the electron donor (D) and electron 
acceptor (A). These two layers of materials have difference in electron affinity and 
ionization energy. Therefore, electrostatic forces are generated at the interface. The 
layer with higher electron affinity and ionization potential is the electron accepter and 
the other one is the electron donor. Based on two organic materials, perylene 
tetracarboxylic derivative and copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), a PCE of 0.95 % was 
achieved due to the improved exciton dissociation at the D/A interface [1.7]. The 
process of charge transfer led to spatial separation of electron and hole, which 
prevents the direct electron and hole recombination. However, there are still some 
drawbacks. Since excitons need to be generated near the interface for dissociation to 
occur before recombination, it requires the exciton diffusion length typically less than 
absorption length of the material. Meanwhile, since most of the organic materials are 
p-type, it was a great challenge to select a well matched n-type organic material as the 
electron acceptor. In 1992, ultrafast photo-induced transfer at the interface between a 
conjugated polymer and the Buckminster fullerene C60 was found [1.8]. Further 
improvement was made in 1995, soluble fullerene derivative, phenyl-C61-butyric acid 
methyl ester (PCBM) was chemically synthesized, which has been the most popular 
acceptor used in organic solar cells [1.9]. 
Another revolutionary development in OSCs came with the introduction of 
bulk heterojunction (BHJ) invented by Yu et al. in 1995 [1.10]. In a BHJ solar cell, 
the donor and accepter materials are blended together, which forms the 
interpenetrating and bi-continuous network in the active region of OSCs. In the ideal 




efficient excition dissociation but also guarantee the carrier transport. Because of 
these merits, BHJ structure has been intensively studied in the past decades and the 
performance of OSCs has been steadily improved by optimizing fabrication processes 
and materials. The first successful attempt occurred in 2001, a PCE of 2.5 % based on 
poly[2-methoxy-5(3’,7’-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene (MDMO-PPV) 
and PCBM was achieved by changing the solvent from toluene to chlorobenzene, 
which results in a smoother surface morphology and a better donor and accepter 
percolation due to the reduced active layer domain size [1.11]. After that, post-
annealing process was investigated in the fabrication process in 2003 [1.12], which 
allows re-organization of the poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) chains and thus 
improves P3HT crystallinity, resulting in a high PCE of 3.5 %. Following that, in 
2005, slow solvent evaporation rate was found to enhance the hole mobility and 
balance the charge transport by increasing the donor crystallinity, which led to an 
extremely high fill factor (FF) and a high efficiency of 4.4% [1.13]. The efficiency 
was further improved up to 5.5% via processing additive addition in 2006 by Peet et 
al. [1.14]. The addition of processing additive enhances the active layer phase 
separation, thus increases the photo-responsivity and hole mobility.  
 
1.1.2 Motivation of inverted OSCs 
Most investigated so far OSCs have the following structure in common: 
substrate/transparent anode/hole transport layer/active layer/cathode, usually referred 
as the conventional structure as shown in Fig. 1.2 (a).  In this device structure, a low 
work-function metal, such as aluminum (Al) and calcium (Ca), is deposited on top of 




works as the transparent anode.  However, the low work-function metal in this 
architecture can be easily oxidized in air ambient. Meanwhile, an acidic poly(3,4-
ethyl-enedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) hole transport layer 
is used in the conventional structure. Since PEDOT:PSS is acidic in nature, it can 
cause the etching of ITO electrode, resulting in interface instability through indium 
diffusion into the active layer. Both the low work-function metal and acidic 
PEDOT:PSS layer degrade device performance easily in air, leading to poor stability 
[1.15-1.17]. 
 
Figure 1.2 OSC device architecture studied: (a) conventional structure and (b) 
inverted structure. ESL and HSL indicate electron selective layer and hole selective 
layer respectively.  
 
One attempt to improve the air stability of OSCs is to use inverted structure 
which has attracted much attention due to their approved stability and compatibility 
with roll-to-roll processes since their initial studies [1.18-1.20]. An inverted OSC has 
the following structure: substrate/cathode/electron selective layer/active layer/hole 
selective layer/anode, where both the low work-function metal cathode and 


















In the inverted structure, a high work-function metal, such as silver (Ag) and 
gold (Au), is deposited on top of the device and exposed to the air. The ITO electrode 
can still be used in the inverted structure but works as electron-collector cathode. The 
ITO work-function is 4.7 to 5.1 eV, lying between the typical highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of 
common active layers (such as P3HT:PCBM), which makes it possible to collect 
either holes or electrons depending mainly on the property of interfacial layer coated 
on top of the ITO surface. In the inverted structure, a cathode interfacial layer which 
can lower the work-function of ITO surface is applied. This cathode interfacial layer 
plays an important role in inverted OSCs, which will be intensively and 
comprehensively studied in this thesis. 
 
1.2 Background of cathode interfacial layer in inverted OSCs  
1.2.1 Roles of cathode interfacial layer 
The nature of electrical contact between the active layer and cathode in 
inverted OSCs has significant effects on the device performance, thus modification of 
those interfaces by inserting appreciate interfacial layers can optimize the contact 
properties to improve the device performance. There are several important roles 
served by the interfacial layers. 
Firstly, the interfacial layer can tune the energy level alignment at the 
electrode/active layer to enhance charge extraction. In most of the inverted OSCs, the 
high work-function of the bottom ITO cathode hampers the formation of an ohmic 




carrier collection. A proper interfacial layer can modify the electrode surface and 
promote ohmic contact due to the interfacial effects, such as charge transfer, dipole 
formation and interface states formation [1.46]. 
Secondly, interfacial layers can define the polarity of the electrode and 
improve the charge selectivity. Since interfacial layers can be used to tune electrode 
work-functions, they can improve the charge carrier selectivity by matching the Fermi 
level to either the positive integer charge-transfer state of the donor or negative 
integer charge-transfer state of the accepter for hole or electron collection, 
respectively. Thus, the interfacial layer with a deep lying HOMO can block the flow 
of holes, and that with a low lying LUMO can block the flow of electrons. Besides, 
interfacial layers with bandgaps larger than those of the donor and accepter can block 
excitons reaching to the electrode (exciton blocking layer). 
Thirdly, interfacial layers can modify the surface morphology of the active 
layer. Tuning the surface energy and surface chemistry via self-assembly monolayer 
(SAM) based interfacial layers provides powerful meaning to manipulate the vertical 
and lateral phase separation of the BHJ film [1.47]. The effect of substrate surface 
energy on the vertical separation of active layer has been investigated using the 
P3HT:PCBM system. It was found that P3HT is enriched at the top of the active layer 
while PCBM enriched at the bottom of the active layer because P3HT has a slightly 
lower surface energy (26.9 mN m-2) than that of PCBM (37.8 mN m-2) [1.48], which 
is favourable for inverted structure.  
Fourthly, interfacial layers can be used as optical spacers and introduce 
plasmonic effects to modulate light absorption in the active layer. Though high energy 




efficiency and thicker active layer to enhance the light absorption, the low carrier 
mobilities limit the active layer thickness to be ~ 100 nm. To solve such dilemma, 
light trapping or optical-field arrangement strategy is used, which decreases the 
recombination loss by interface or morphology engineering. Optical spacers [1.49] 
and plasmonic nanostructures [1.50] are useful light trapping strategies and can be 
achieved by interface engineering.  
Finally, interfacial layer can improve the interface stability between the active 
layer and electrodes. Stability is an important aspect which needs improvement for 
OSCs compared with inorganic solar cells. Interfacial layers can protect the electrode 
metal from penetrating into the active layer and prevent the moisture and oxygen 
diffusion. Air-stable OSCs with atomic layer deposited (ALD) titanium dioxide (TiO2) 
modified interlayers have been successfully demonstrated [1.51]. The OSC devices 
had very little degradation after being stored in air for 100 days without encapsulation. 
 
1.2.2 Cathode interfacial materials in inverted OSCs 
One key challenge in making efficient inverted OSCs lies in the cathode 
interfacial layers and their properties when contacting cathode and active layer. There 
are several key parameters which determine a material’s utility as cathode interfacial 
layer. It has to be transparent, provide ohmic contact with the acceptor material, have 
suitable energy levels to efficiently transport negative carriers (electron transporting) 
and block positive carriers (hole blocking), and be chemically inert with respect to 
those layers. The device characteristics of the representative inverted OSCs with 




the energy levels of these active materials and commonly used electron and hole 
selective materials are illuminated in Fig. 1.3. 
Alkali metal salt, caesium carbonate (Cs2CO3), has been demonstrated as an 
interfacial modifier to tune the ITO work-function for electron selection in inverted 
OSCs [1.21]. Cs2CO3 interfacial layer can be either thermally evaporated or spin-
coated onto ITO cathode. By using spin-coated Cs2CO3 as an ITO cathode modifier 
and vanadium oxide (V2O5) as hole selective layer, a PCE of 2.25% was achieved for 
the inverted P3HT:PCBM OSC [1.22].  The performance of ITO/ 
Cs2CO3/P3HT:PCBM/ V2O5/Al device was further improved by annealing spin-
coated Cs2CO3 at 150 oC, and the PCE was increased from 2.3% (non-annealed 
device) to 4.2% [1.23]. The 150 oC annealing process decomposes Cs2CO3 into doped 
caesium oxide (Cs2O), which reduces ITO work-function from 4.7 eV to 3.06 eV 
[1.24], resulting in significantly improved electron collection. However, due to the 
insulating property of Cs2O, the application of Cs2CO3 in OSC is limited. 
Figure 1.3 Schematic view of energy gaps and energy levels of some components of 
recent OSCs including transparent electrodes, hole selective materials, polymer 
donors, fullerene acceptor, electron selective materials and metal electrodes. The solid 


















































































Metal oxides, TiO2 and zinc oxide (ZnO), are widely used as cathode 
interfacial layer in inverted OSCs. TiO2 and ZnO are highly n-type metal oxides and 
their suitable energy levels promote ohmic contact formation with the active layer to 
accept electrons while block holes. Various methods have been used to fabricate TiO2 
and ZnO layers, including sol-gel or suspension solution processing [1.25-1.26], 
sputtering [1.27], and atomic layer deposition (ALD) [1.28-1.29]. Significant research 
efforts have been focused to improving their electrical and morphological properties.  
The inverted OSC device with low-temperature sol-gel fabricated TiOx 
interfacial layer shows a PCE of 3.1% based on P3HT:PCBM active blend [1.18]. The 
device performance was further improved (PCE 3.6%) by TiOx layer to be modified 
with a polyfluorene-based polymer electrolyte (FPQ-Br) [1.30]. The polymer 
electrolyte can induce interfacial dipoles to lower the ITO surface work-function, 
resulting in reduced contact resistance. Some papers have reported light soaking 
problem of TiOx based inverted OSCs, attributed to desorption of oxygen species 
[1.29, 1.31]. 
ZnO is another candidate to be studied as cathode interfacial layer due to its 
high electron mobility and high transparency in the visible wavelength range which 
allow it to be an effective transporter and excellent wave guide [1.32-1.33]. White et 
al. have demonstrated one of the earliest inverted P3HT:PCBM OSCs based on a sol-
gel derived ZnO film as electron selective layer [1.34]. Recently, very high efficient 
inverted OSCs with sol-gel fabricated ZnO layers have been reported with PCEs of 
6.6% and 7.3% [1.35]. To further improve the device performance, fullerene-based 
self-assembly monolayers (C60- SAMs) [1.36-1.37] and corss-linked fullerenes (C-




Organic materials have also been demonstrated as cathode interfacial layer in 
inverted OSCs. Alcohol-/water-soluble polymer-based interfacial materials, such as 
poly[(9,9-bis(3’-(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-
dioctyfluorene)] (PFN) [1.39], poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) [1.40,1.45], 
polyallylamine (PAA) [1.41] and polyethyleneimine (PEI) [1.41], have been 
employed because they can lower down the work function of ITO cathode and 
facilitate photo-generated charge-carrier collection by forming interfacial dipoles 
[1.42-1.43]. These polymers are large band-gap insulators so they should not be 
considered as charge-injection layers but as a surface modifier.  Very high 
performance of inverted OSC device with PFN layer based on poly[[4,8-bis[(2-
ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2[(2 ethylhexyl) 
carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]: phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester 
(PTB7:PC71BM) blend with a PCE of 9.2 % has been reported in a recent study [1.39]. 
 
Table 1.1 Summary of device characteristics of representative inverted OSCs 
employing different interfacial layers. 
Cathode 









ITO/Cs2CO3 P3HT:PC61BM V2O5/Al 0.56 8.42 0.62 2.25 1.22 
ITO/Cs2CO3 P3HT:PC61BM V2O5/Al 0.59 11.13 0.64 4.19 1.23 
ITO/TiOx(sol-gel) P3HT:PC61BM PEDOT:PSS/Au 0.56 9.0 0.62 3.1 1.18 
ITO/TiOx(ALD) P3HT:PC61BM MoO3/Ag 0.54 10.16 0.60 3.31 1.29 
ITO/TiOx/FPQ-Br P3HT:PC61BM  MoO3/Au 0.58 8.9 0.70 3.6 1.30 
ITO/ZnO (sol-gel) P3HT:PC61BM  MoO3/Ag 0.61 9.29 0.56 3.30 1.32 
ITO/ZnO (sol-gel) PDTGTPD: PC71BM 
 MoO3/Ag 0.85 12.6 0.68 7.3 1.35 
ITO/ZnO (sol-gel) PCDTBT: PC71BM 
 MoO3/Ag 0.88 10.4 0.69 6.3 1.44 
ITO/ZnO/C60-SAM P3HT:PC61BM PEDOT:PSS/Ag 0.63 12.0 0.61 4.5 1.37 
ITO/ZnO/C-PCBSD P3HT:PC61BM PEDOT:PSS/Ag 0.60 12.8 0.58 4.4 1.38 
ITO/PFN PTB7:PC71BM MoO3/Ag 
0.75
4 17.42 0.70 9.21 1.39 




1.3 Outline of the study 
In Chapter 2, the basic working principles of the organic solar cells (OSCs) are 
introduced first: light absorption, exciton diffusion, exciton dissociation and charge 
transport. Following that, materials and experimental methods, device 
characterization will be demonstrated. After that, important parameters in OSCs are 
introduced and the theory of single-diode model for equivalent circuit parameter 
extraction is presented. In this chapter, the fundamental knowledge about OSCs is 
briefed. 
In Chapter 3, device performance with ALD deposited TiO2 and ZnO as the 
interface layer in inverted solar cells is demonstrated.  The effects of ALD 
temperature, TiO2 film thickness and light-soaking treatment on cell performance are 
also investigated. Since low temperature ALD deposited metal oxide film has the 
capability in achieving uniform, dense and highly conformal films on 2D and 3D 
surfaces, they are applied and combined with nano-patterned ITO to further improve 
the device performance. 
Due to the high cost fabrication process and long-time consumption of ALD 
process, aqueous solution processed ZnO and sol-gel processed TiOx films as the 
cathode interface layers are introduced. In Chapter 4, firstly, effects of different post-
treatments using thermal, humidity, and vacuum on aqueous solution-processed ZnO 
buffer layers on the film properties and inverted OSC device performance are 
investigated. It shows that the post-treatments significantly affected device short 
circuit current, thus device performance. Secondly, the device performance and 
photo-stability of cells based on different interfacial layers, ZnO, TiOx, ZnO/TiOx and 




TiOx/ZnO bilayer can achieve better performance, and those based on ZnO/TiOx 
bilayer can obtain better photo-stability. 
In Chapter 5, highly efficient inverted OSCs with a new ion pair polymers, 
branched polyetherimide:poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEI:PSS), as the cathode interfacial 
layer is demonstrated. The PEI:PSS layer induces an ohmic contact with the LUMO 
level of the fullerene and increases the built-in fields due to the significantly reduced 
work function of ITO. The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) analysis indicates that the work-function of ITO 
has a significant decrease after coating with PEI:PSS films. The reduced work-
function results from the electrostatic interfacial dipoles. Solution processed TiOx and 
combination with PEI:PSS as cathode interfacial layer in inverted OSCs are also 
investigated. The introduction of TiOx surface modification agent is mainly to 
eliminate the light soaking problem and further improve the device performance. 
At last, the most important results of this work are summarized and some 
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Organic Solar Cell Fundamentals 
Compared with inorganic semiconductors such as silicon (Si), organic 
materials have their unique advantages. First, the material consumption in the 
production is expected to be low because organic materials usually have high optical 
light absorption which offers the possibility to fabricate thin film device. Meanwhile, 
low-cost fabrication technologies, such as various coating methods, can be applied 
due to the material soluble property. One more attractive advantage is that organic 
materials have the property of flexibility so it is possible for devices to be fabricated 
using high-throughput, low-temperature printing techniques in a roll-to-roll process 
[2.1, 2.2]. It is expected that flexible plastic solar cells will create a completely new 
market in the field of low-cost devices. In this chapter, the fundamentals of OSCs, 
including device working principle, materials and experimental methods, device 
characterization and device parameter extraction, will be introduced.   
 
2.1 Basic device working principles  
Organic semiconductor materials generally have a relatively lower dielectric 
constant (ɛr(P3HT) ≈ 4.4 and ɛr(PCBM) ≈ 3.9 [2.3]) compared with inorganic 
semiconductor Si (ɛr(Si)  ≈ 11.68 [2.4]), which induces a high exciton binding energy 
( ~ 0.5 eV) [2.5]. When light is absorbed, excitons which are electron-hole pairs are 
generated due to the attractive Columbic potential. Because of the electrical neutrality, 
excitons themselves cannot contribute to the photocurrent. In order to convert solar 
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energy into electrical energy, excitons must first be dissociated into free electrons and 
holes which can be collected by the electrodes. For Si solar cells, the thermal energy 
at room temperature (kBT = 0.025 eV) is sufficient to dissociate an exciton into a 
positive and negative charge carrier. However, for organic semiconductor materials, 
because the excition binding energy is larger than the thermal energy at room 
temperature, excitons created by light absorption cannot be dissociated by thermal 
excitation. The method to solve this problem is to use two types of materials those 
differ in electron donating and accepting properties. Thus, excitons can be dissociated 
by the photo-induced charge transfer reaction. 
Generally, there are four separate steps for OSCs to finish the energy 
conversion: (1) light absorption and exciton generation, (2) exciton diffusion, (3) 
exciton dissociation and free carrier generation, and (4) free carrier transport and 
collection, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic illumination of the working principle of an OSC. Four steps for 
OSCs to finish the energy conversion: (1) light absorption and exciton generation, (2) 
exciton diffusion, (3) exciton dissociation and free carrier generation, and (4) free 


















Light absorption and exciton generation 
High light absorption is desired because it directly determines the device 
performance. There are three parameters which relate to the material light absorption 
ability: the light absorption coefficient, the material energy bandgap, and the film 
thickness. Firstly, for organic semiconductor materials, they already have high light 
absorption coefficient, 105 cm-1 in visible range, compared with Si (103 ~ 104 cm-1) 
[2.7]. High light absorption allows thin film active layer fabrication resulting in less 
material usage, which is cost-effective. Secondly, to achieve high broadband light 
absorption and to better match the solar spectrum, low bandgap semiconductor 
materials are desired.  This is because more than 60 % of the total solar energy lies in 
the wavelength region above 600 nm, corresponding to the bandgap below 2.0 eV, as 
shown in Fig. 2.2 [2.6]. Finally, large thickness can also enhance device light 
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absorption. However, when the film thickness is too large, the charge carrier transport 
will be limited, so the film thickness should be optimized to balance the dilemma.  
 
Exciton diffusion 
Excitons can only effectively dissociate at the donor and accepter (D/A) 
interface due to the large exciton binding energy, and before they dissociate, they can 
also decay radiatively or non-radiatviely. Thus, to obtain free carrier charges, after 
excitons generated from the light absorption, they must reach to the D/A interface 
before electron and hole recombine. Since excitons are electrically neutral, the exciton 
motion is dominated by random diffusion. The diffusion length is defined by 
L = (Dτ)0.5,                                                                                                          (Eq. 2.1) 
where L is the diffusion length, D is the diffusion coefficient and τ is the life time of 
the exciton. However, duo to the short exciton lift time (generally from pico to nano 
seconds), the exciton diffusion length is very small [2.8]. Thus a short average 
distance from one point where an exciton generated to an interface is desired. 
Fortunately, bulk heterojunction polymer solar cell can properly solve this problem 
properly due to the interpenetrate network formation in the active layer. 
 
Exciton dissociation and free carrier generation 
Exciton dissociation is one of the key steps in photovoltaic devices to transfer 
solar energy into electrical energy. This process can be efficiently induced by the 
offset energy at the D/A interface. The energy level alignment requirement for 
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efficient charge generation is shown in Fig. 2.3. Donor material has a lower ionization 
potential given by HOMO level, and accepter material has a high electron affinity 
given by LUMO level. Thus, the offset energy is given by  
Eoff = EDH – EAL,                                                                                                (Eq. 2.2) 
where Eoff is the offset energy, EDH is the donor HOMO level, and EAL is the accepter 
LUMO level. As shown in Fig. 2.3 (a), when the exciton binding energy (Eex) is larger 
than Eoff, the charge-transfer reactions will occur, 
D* + A D+ + A-,                                                                                              (Eq. 2.3) 
D + A*D+ + A-,                                                                                               (Eq. 2.4) 
where D* and A* are donor and accepter excited states, and D+ and A- are hole and 
electron polarons in donor and accepter materials. However, when Eex is smaller than 
Eoff, as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b), the charge-transfer reactions will be inefficient. 
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic illumination of energy level alignment requirement for (a) 
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Free carrier transport and collection 
 After excitons dissociate into free electrons and holes, electrons will be 
transported to the anode and holes will be transported to the cathode. This 
phenomenon is due to the driving force from the filed created by the difference work-
function of the two electrodes and the “chemical potential” driving force, thus energy 
level matching at interface between the electrode and active layer is very important. 
Ohmic contact will be formed by proper energy alignment, which favours the free 
carrier collection. Improper energy alignment will introduce schottky barriers at the 
interface, which causes free carriers accumulation in the near electrode region, 
resulting in electron-hole recombination and photocurrent loss. One important issue is 
that the free charge carrier mobility is very low in the organic material compared with 
that in the inorganic semiconductor material, which requires thin active layer. 
Fortunately, high absorption coefficient of organic semiconductor materials allows 
thin active layer needed for effective absorption. 
 
2.2 Materials and experimental methods 
  In this work, bulk heterojunction structure is applied in our cells since it is the 
most promising structure due to its properties of effective exciton dissociation and 
effective carrier transport.  In this section, a brief introduction of the materials and 
experimental methods used in this work will be given. 
 
 




There are many organic materials which have been developed and applied in 
OSCs. Among them, the donor materials we used in this work are regioregular 
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-
b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2[(2 ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-
b]thiophenediyl]] (PTB7) and poly[[9-(1-octylnonyl)-9H-carbazole-2,7-diyl]-2,5-
thiophenediyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-diyl-2,5-thiophenediyl] (PCDTBT). P3HT 
has reasonable hole mobility of µp = 0.1 to 10-3 cm2V-1s-1 measured in pure P3HT film 
[2.9, 2.10]. Reasonable light absorption coefficient and environmental stability also 
make it to be the most used material. PTB7 has a relatively high hole mobility of 
about 4.1 × 10-4 cm2V-1s-1 [2.11]. Compared with P3HT, the light absorption range 
has been improved. A high PCE of above 9 % based on PTB7:PC71BM has been 
achieved in inverted OSCs due to the improved short circuit current and fill factor 
[2.12]. Compared with P3HT, OSCs based on PCDTBT with a hole mobility of 1.5 × 
10-4 cm2V-1s-1 can obtain a high open circuit voltage of about 0.9 V [2.13]. 
For the accepter materials, the soluble fullerene phenyl-C61-butyric acid 
methyl ester (PCBM) was mostly used. PCBM is a special spherical electron carbon 
cluster with the electron mobility approximately of 10-3 cm2V-1s-1 [2.14]. 
Regioregular P3HT was purchased from Rieke Metals. PC61BM and PC71BM 
were obtained from Nano-C. PTB7 and PCDTBT were acquired form 1-material. 
ZnO powders, titanium iso-propoxide, polyethylenimine (PEI) and 
poly(styrenesulfonate) sodium salt (PSS) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Material chemical structures are shown in Fig. 2.4. 




Figure 2.4 Material chemical structures. 
 
 
2.2.2 Device fabrication process 
There are two types of architectures in OSCs and what we used in this study is 
inverted architecture. Fig. 2.5 shows the layer structure and process flow for the 
device fabrication. Patterned ITO-coated glass substrates were cleaned by a routine 
solvent ultrasonic cleaning, sequentially with detergent, de-ionized water, acetone, 
and iso-propanol (IPA) in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes each. After 5 min argon 
plasma treatment on ITO films, an interfacial layer was deposited on top of the ITO 
film. Following that, an active layer was deposited on top of the interfacial layer by 
spin-coating a solution of the active layer blend in nitrogen (N2) environment. The 
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active layers were dried for 2 hours with or without pre-annealing treatment. Finally, 
a MoO3 layer (6 nm) and a Ag layer (100 nm) were deposited by using vacuum 
thermal evaporation. A metal shadow mask was used for the Ag deposition to define 
the device area of 9 mm2. 
 
Figure 2.5 Layer structure and process flow for the device fabrication. 
 
2.2.3 Interfacial layer preparation 
There are four types of interfacial layers: (1) atomic layer deposited (ALD) 
ZnO and TiO2 films; (2) solution processed ZnO and sol-gel TiOx films; (3) 
polyelectrolyte PEI:PSS blend film; and (4) solution processed sol-gel TiOx film 
coated with PEI:PSS blend film. 
 
Atomic layer deposited (ALD) ZnO and TiO2 films 
For ALD deposited ZnO and TiO2 films, the precursors used were water (H2O) 
and diethylzinc (DEZ), and H2O and titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4), respectively. The 
pulse time for each reactant was set to 0.5 s, and nitrogen was used as a purge and 
ITO cleaning
Ar plasma 5 mins
Interfacial layer deposition and annealing
Active layer deposition with/without annealing
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carrier gas with the flow rate of 50 sccm and the purging time was set to 30 s. 
Deposition temperature used for the growths could be tuned, and the layer thickness 
was controlled by the growth cycle number. 
 
Solution processed ZnO and sol-gel TiOx films 
ZnO nanopowders were directly dissolved in ammonia solution (0.1 M/ml). 
The solution was stirred overnight to yield a homogenous, clear, and transparent 
solution. After the ZnO particles totally dissolved, the ZnO solution was spin-coated 
on top of ITO substrates at 3000 rpm for 30s and the formed ZnO films were 
immediately annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. Titanium iso-propoxide was directly 
dissolved in IPA with a ratio of 1:200. The solution was stirred overnight to yield a 
homogenous, clear, and transparent solution. After totally dissolved, the TiOx solution 
was spin-coated on top of ITO substrates at 4000 rpm for 1min and the formed TiOx 
films were immediately annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. 
 
Polyelectrolyte PEI:PSS blend 
PEI and PSS with different ratios of 1:0.1, 1:0.3, 1:0.5, 1:0.8 and 1:1 were 
directly dissolved in de-ionized water, and with a controlled concentration (2 mg/mL). 
PEI only solution (2mg/ml) was also prepared as the reference. The solution was 
stirred overnight to yield a homogenous, clear, and transparent solution. After the 
solutions were prepared, PEI:PSS layers were formed by spin-coating the solution on 
the top of ITO layers at 4000 rpm for 1 min and immediately annealed at 100 °C for 
10 min. 
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Solution processed sol-gel TiOx coated with PEI:PSS blend film  
The TiOx solution was spin-coated on top of ITO substrates at 4000 rpm for 
1min and the formed TiOx films were immediately annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. 
After that, PEI:PSS layers were formed by spin-coating the solution on the top of 
TiOx layers at 4000 rpm for 1 min and immediately annealed at 100 °C for 10 min. 
 
2.2.4 Active layer blend solution preparation 
There are three types of active layer blend solutions used in this study: 
P3HT:PC61BM, PTB7:PC71BM and PCDTBT:PC71BM. The solution of 
P3HT:PC61BM blend with a weight ratio of 1:1 in 1, 2-dicholorobenzen (40mg/ml) 
was spin-coated at 500 rpm for 130 s in a N2 filled glove box. The active layers were 
dried for 2 hours and then pre-annealed at 140°C for 10 minutes. The P3HT:PC61BM 
active layer thickness is about 180 nm measured by surface step profiler. The solution 
of PTB7:PC71BM blend with a weight ratio of 1:1.5 in 1, 2-dicholorobenzen 
(25mg/ml) (with 0.3% diiodooctane) was spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 100 s and the 
active layers were dried for 2 hours without pre-annealing. The PTB7:PC71BM active 
layer thickness is about 70 nm. The solution of PCDTBT:PC71BM blend with a 
weight ratio of 1:4 in cholorobenzen:1, 2-dicholorobenzen (1:3) (7mg/ml) was spin-
coated at 1000 rpm for 100 s and the active layers were dried for 2 hours with pre-
annealed at 70°C for 10 minutes. The PCDTBT:PC71BM active layer thickness is 
about 70 nm. 
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2.3 Characterization methods 
Current density – voltage characterization in OSCs 
The most important and meaningful characterization of OSCs is the current 
density – voltage (J – V) measurement in the dark and under illumination since it 
determines the device performance. The measurement is done by a sweeping voltage 
and current density is measured for every voltage applied.    
The J – V characteristics of the devices were measured using a Keithley 2400 
parameter analyzer in the dark and under a simulated light (AM 1.5G) with an 
intensity of 100 mW/cm2. The light source was calibrated with a standard silicon 
photodiode. 
Fig. 2.6 (a) shows an example of J – V curve of 
ITO/TiO2/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag device measured in the dark, and the obvious 
rectifying characteristic can be observed resulting from the different metal/organic 
interface injection barriers at the forward and reverse biases. 
Fig. 2.6 (b) shows a typical bulk heterojunction solar cell J – V curve of 
ITO/TiO2/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag device measured under illumination. Several 
parameters are well defined in the curve: 
1) Open circuit voltage, Voc, is the maximum photovoltage that can be obtained 
in the cell when the current flow in the external circuit is zero. 
2) Short circuit current density, Jsc, is the current density obtained when the 
applied voltage is zero. 
3) Fill factor, FF, is defined as the ratio of maximum power (blue rectangle in Fig. 
2.5) to the product of Voc and Jsc. 
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FF = 	 (௃௏)೘ೌೣ௏೚೎௃ೞ೎  .                                                                                         (Eq. 2.5) 
4) Power conversion efficiency (PCE), η, is the ultimate measure of the device 
efficiency in converting photons to electrons, defined as 
ߟ	 = ௏೚೎௃ೞ೎ிி௉೔೙ 	= 	
௏೘ೌೣ௃೘ೌೣ
௉೔೙   ,                                                                     (Eq. 2.6) 
where Pin  is the incident light power density. Generally, the solar cell device 
is tested with a solar simulator, where Pin is standardized at 1000 W m-2 or 100 
mW cm-2 matching the solar spectral irradiance on the earth’s surface at an 
angle of 48.2o to the zenith, called Air Mass (AM) 1.5 spectrum. 
 
Figure 2.6 A typical J – V curve of ITO/TiO2/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag device (a) in 
the dark and under illumination (b) for OSCs.    
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Incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) 
 IPCE of the devices was measured with a 300 w Xenon Lamp (Oriel 6258) as 
the light source and a Cornerstone 260 Oriel 74125 monochromator with a resolution 
of 10 nm. The light intensity was calibrated with a NREL-recommended silicon 
detector (Oriel 71030NS), and the short circuit current density was determined with 
an Oriel 70310 optical power meter. 
 
Morphology and thickness characterization 
 Surface morphology and roughness of the film were observed by field 
emission scanning electron spectroscopy (FESEM) (JEOL JSM6700F) and tapping-
mode Atomic Force Microscopy (TM-AFM) which was performed on a Bruker 
ICON-PKG atomic force microscopy (AFM). The film thickness of ALD deposited 
ZnO and TiO2 on silicon substrates were measured by Ellipsometry. 
 
Optical Spectroscopy 
 The transmittance and absorptance spectra of films were characterized using 
an UV-3600 Shimadzu UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer. The reflectance spectra of 








 Physical properties of films were characterized by 2D x-ray diffraction (XRD) 
(Bruker-AXS D8-GADDS), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (VG 
ESCALAB-220i XL) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) (VG 
ESCALAB-220i XL). The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of films were excited with 
a He-Cd laser (ߣ = 325 nm) using an LS 55 fluorescence spectrometer (Perkin Elmer). 
 
Solution PH 
 The pH values of the PEI:PSS solutions were tested by the AB15 pH meter 
(Accumet Basic) at the room temperature of 25 °C. 
 
2.4 Equivalent circuit parameter extraction 
 In order to estimate solar cell performance to simulate, design, fabricate, and 
quickly control solar cells, an accurate knowledge of their parameters from 
experimental data is important. The electrical characteristic of a solar cell can be 
described by the equivalent circuit of the single-diode model, the two-diode model 
[2.15] and the three-diode model [2.16]. The single-diode model has the simplest 
form, can well describe the characteristics of various solar devices, and satisfy most 
of the applications, so the single-diode model is widely used to characterize OSCs 
[2.17 – 2.19]. 
The methods to determine the unknown parameters of saturation current ܫ଴, 
photocurrent ܫ௣௛	, series resistance ܴ௦, shunt resistance ܴ௦௛ and ideality factor ݊ have 
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been the subject of many studies [2.19 – 2.24]. Some methods use the measurements 
of illuminated current – density (I –V) characteristics under different illumination 
levels [2.20] and some utilize dark and illuminated measurements [2.21, 2.22]. 
However, it should be noticed that the device parameters are widely influenced by the 
different illumination levels [2.22]. Therefore, it is very important to estimate all the 
parameters from a single I – V curve measured under the condition of one constant 
illumination level. 
Recently, Ishibashi et al. introduced one method to extract all the parameters 
of a solar cell under one constant illumination level [2.23]. However, their method 
needs to calculate the differential values of dV / dI from the experimental data, which 
requires a very smooth I −V curve. Thus, the polynomial approximation or other 
method to smooth the experimental curve is inevitable. Furthermore, in their method, 
only a part of the experimental data can be used to extract the parameters because the 
differential dV / dI will have a very large error when I is close to the short circuit 
current (Isc ). In one previous work from Jain et al., Lambert W function has been 
used to study the properties of solar cells [2.24]. However, their study is validated 
only on simulated I −V characteristics instead of the parameter extraction from the 
experimental data. Another work from Ortiz-Conde et al. proposed an efficient 
method to extract the solar cell parameters from the I −V characteristics based on the 
Lambert W function [2.19]. Because the explicit analytical expressions directly 
derived from Eq. 2.7 still remain unsuitable for the purpose of extracting the model 
parameters, they first calculated the Co-content (CC) function from the exact explicit 
analytical expressions and then extracted the device parameters by fitting. However, 
the CC is still a function of I and V, and thus the fitting process is a bi-dimensional 
fitting progress. 
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In this section, a simple and efficient method for the extraction of all 
parameters of a solar cell from a single I – V curve under the constant illumination 
level is proposed. With the help of the Lambert W function, the explicit analytical 
expression for I is obtained. By reducing the number of parameters, the expression for 
I only depends on the ideality factor n, the series resistance Rs, and the shunt 
resistance Rsh. This analytical expression is directly used to fit the experimental data 
and extract the device parameters.  
To describe the device I – V characteristics, the equivalent circuit as shown in 
Fig. 2.7 is usually used. 
Based on the equivalent circuit, the relation between I and V can be given by  
ܫ = ܫ଴ ቆ݁
೜(ೇషೃೞ಺)
೙ೖಳ೅ − 1ቇ + ௏ିோೞூோೞ೓ − ܫ௣௛,                                                                 (Eq. 2.7) 
where  ܫ଴, ܫ௣௛, ܴ௦, ܴ௦௛, ݍ, ݊, ݇஻, and ܶ are the saturation current, the photocurrent, the 
series resistance, the shunt resistance, the electron charge, the ideality factor, the 
Boltzmann constant, and the temperature, respectively. 
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Eq. 2.7 gives the most popular description of I – V characteristics of a solar 
cell under a given illumination level. It is an implicit equation and cannot be solved 
analytically. But with the help of the Lambert W function, the solution can be given: 








(ோೞ೓ାோೞ)௡௞ಳ் )],  
                                                                                                                            (Eq. 2.8) 
where lambertw is the Lambert W function which can be easily solved numerically. 
The reason that we can derive Eq. 2.8 is that there is only one exponential term in Eq. 
2.7. If there are two or more exponential terms in the equation, it will be very difficult 
to derive the expression for I based on the Lambert W function. This is another very 
important reason for choosing the single-diode model in this work. Eq. 2.8 has an 
analytical form and it is very convenient to be used in computer program to reproduce 
the I – V curves of a solar cell when knowing all the parameters. However, this 
expression is still unsuitable for the purpose of extracting the device parameters [2.19]. 
When it is used in the curve fitting to extract the device parameters, very large errors 
can be introduced. This is mainly caused by the very large value difference between I0 
and Iph. Although both I0 and Iph are current, the difference between their values is 
usually larger than six orders. Thus Eq. 2.8 must be dealt before it is used for the 
device parameter extraction.  
By applying the short circuit (ܸ = 0	 , ܫ = ܫ௦௖)  and open circuit (ܸ = ௢ܸ௖ , 
ܫ = 0) conditions, from Eq. 2.7, it gives  






























                                                                                                                           (Eq. 2.9)   
Now, the current I is only related to three unknown variables, n, Rs, and Rsh 
since all other values can be obtained from the experimental data. This makes Eq. 2.9 
suitable to be used in parameter extraction by the numerical fitting method. In the 
derivation of Eq. 2.9, no assumption or approximation has been used. Therefore, Eq. 
2.9 is the accurate expression of Eq. 2.7. However, this expression seems a little 
complicated. It can be greatly simplified, if we make the assumption 
∆= exp ቀ௤(ோೞூೞ೎ି௏೚೎)௡௞ಳ் ቁ ≪ 1                                                                                (Eq. 2.10) 
Based on this assumption, Eq. 2.13 can be reduced to 
ܫ =















                                                                                                                          (Eq. 2.11) 
Now, Eq. 2.11 is much simpler than Eq. 2.9. However, it requires that the 
assumption 2.10 is valid. Fortunately, this assumption is generally valid for various 
solar cells [2.25]. 
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Both Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.11 are suitable to be used to extract the device 
parameters of n, Rs and Rsh by employing the mature least square method. Since there 
is only one independent variable V in the right side of Eq. 2.11, the fitting process is 
only one dimensional and thus the whole parameter extracting process becomes 
simple. For example, in a Matlab environment, only a few lines of code are required. 
After n, Rs and Rsh are extracted, ܫ଴ and  ܫ௣௛ can be calculated. 
The initial values of n,  Rs and  Rsh are given as following.  




ூ೛೓ାூబିூି(௏ିோೞூି௡௞ಳ்/௤)/ோೞ೓ + ܴ௦.                                                          (Eq. 2.12) 
Under the short circuit condition, 
	ௗ௏
ௗூ |ூୀூೞ೎,௏ୀ଴ = ܴ௦௛ + ܴ௦~ܴ௦௛,                                                                        (Eq. 2.13) 









+ ܴ௦ ≈ ௞ಳ்/௤ூೞ೎ାூି	 ೇೃೞ೓
+ ܴ௦.                                       (Eq. 2.14) 
The initial values of n and Rs are derived by the y-intercept and the slope of 
the plot of dV/dI as a function of (ܫ௦௖ + ܫ −	 ௏ோೞ೓)
-1݇஻ܶ/ݍ. In the derivation of Eq. 2.13 
and Eq. 2.14, the assumption Rsh≫ Rs has been used, which is generally a good 
approximation to set the initial values. 
Fig. 2.8 shows one example of the experimental J – V curve and fitting curves. 
It can be seen that they are in good consistent. 




Figure 2.8 One example of the experimental J – V curve and fitting curves. 
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ALD-Grown Metal Oxide Interlayers 
Combined with Patterned ITO Cathode in 
Inverted OSCs   
 
3.1 Introduction 
Due to advantages of capability of low-cost and large area fabrication process, 
and light weight and mechanical flexibility using plastic substrates, organic 
photovoltaics (OPVs) have attracted much attention in recent years [3.1-3.3]. One key 
challenge in making efficient inverted OSCs lies in the electron selective buffer layer: 
it should work as a high conductive path for efficient electron extraction and exhibit 
good hole blocking capability. N-type metal oxides, zinc oxide (ZnO) and titanium 
oxide (TiOx), have been considered as good candidates to work as electron selective 
layer due to their acceptable carrier mobility and high transparency in the visible 
wavelength range.  
The synthesis of ZnO and TiOx has been widely investigated [3.4-3.13] and a 
number of works have been carried out in inverted OSCs using ZnO or TiO2 film as 
an electron selective layer deposited by solution processing sol-gel [3.8-3.10], 
sputtering [3.11], spray pyrolysis [3.12], or atomic layer deposition (ALD) [3.13]. 
Spray pyrolysis usually employs a high temperature (>250 °C) process for titanium 
oxide precursor decomposition, which may not be suitable for low-cost plastic 
substrates. Solution processing sol-gel methods have demonstrated promising low 




temperature and roll-to-roll fabrication potential for metal oxide thin film for OSCs. 
However, it has its limitations in precisely controlling the thickness and uniformity of 
the ultra-thin metal oxide film over a large area and its poor conformal coating 
capability on nanostructured surfaces [3.14-3.16]. Compared with other synthesis 
methods, ALD technique has been developed extensively in many fields, such as 
batteries and capacitors [3.17], sensors [3.18], separactive membranes [3.19], 
photovoltaics [3.20, 3.21] and photocatalysis [3.22]. This method has several 
advantages over the other depositing methods. It can control the deposition thickness 
in atomic scale by the number of deposited cycles. Besides, it could provide highly 
repeatable, uniform, dense and highly conformal films on 2D and 3D structured 
surfaces [3.23]. However, there are very few reports on inverted OSCs using ALD-
processed TiO2 film as the electron selective layer. Kang et al. reported an efficient 
inverted OSC fabricated by using nanocrystalline TiO2 film deposited by ALD at 
220 °C [3.13]. However, this deposition temperature is too high for commonly used 
plastic substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or polyethylene 
naphthalate (PEN). In a recent study of using TiO2/ZnO selection layer for inverted 
OSC, ALD-processed TiO2 is only used as a surface modification on ZnO film 
because of its high resistance. 
Meanwhile, even though the power conversion efficiency (PCE) for bulk 
heterojunction solar cell has reached to above 9 % [3.24], further improvement of 
PCE is still the main focus under intensive studies. Two strategies to improve OPV 
device performance are generally used to date, including tuning the optical and 
electronic properties of the blend components [3.25-3.27] and design of advanced 
device structures [3.28-3.34]. Tuning the optical and electronic properties of the blend 
component can increase the open-circuit voltage (Voc) of the cell by engineering 




energy levels [3.25-3.26], and the short-circuit current density (Jsc) by engineering 
bandgap [3.27]. The design and adoption of advanced device structures are to improve 
the light absorption using light trapping or optical-field arrangement [3.29-3.34], and 
decrease the recombination loss by interface or morphology engineering techniques 
[3.35, 3.36]. 
The introduction of nanostructured patterns in OPV cells has been reported to 
be an effective method to enhance the light absorption, improve the excitons 
separations, and facilitate the charge carrier transport. Nano-patterned indium-tin-
oxide (ITO) electrodes used in OPV devices have been reported by several research 
groups, and the methods to fabricate nano-patterns on ITO electrode include 
nanoimprint lithography [3.29, 3.30], laser interference lithography (LIL) [3.31], 
colloidal lithography [3.32] with chemical vapor etching [3.33] or depositing 
additional ITO layer [3.34]. Among these techniques, LIL is the preferable method for 
patterning the ITO substrates, which is mold-less, mask-less and room temperature-
operated method [3.37]. While for the nanoimprinting technique, high-degree ordered 
molds need to be designed and fabricated, and generally, it is difficult to generate 
textures on hard surfaces, such as ITO and metal oxide buffer layers. For the normal 
lithography, masks need to be designed and fabricated. For the colloidal lithography, 
the only shape can be achieved is honeycomb-like pattern.  
Despite some works have been reported using nano-patterned ITO electrode 
for OPV device fabrication, a poly(3,4-ethyl-enedioxithiophene): 
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) layer is usually deposited on top of the ITO 
pattern by spin-coating before the polymer active layer deposition [3.29-3.31]. The 
solution deposited PEDOT layer usually flattens the grooves, degrading the benefits 
of the patterns on the active layer. Moreover, the PEDOT interfacial layer on the ITO 




pattern may cause an uneven thickness (thicker in the grooves and thinner on the 
protrusions), which is unfavorable to the cell performance since OPV devices are 
usually sensitive to the thickness of the interfacial layer. 
To address the above issue, inverted OPV devices based on nano-patterned 
ITO electrodes are investigated. The ITO electrode was patterned by using LIL 
method. A thin film of metal oxide (ZnO or TiO2) which is used as an electron 
selective layer was conformably coated on the patterned ITO surfaces by ALD. By 
using ALD coating, it is expected that the ITO patterns will be maintained upon 
adding the metal oxide layer, thus avoiding the “flattening effect” which usually 
happens when spin coating PEDOT on the ITO patterns. We found that the device 
performance especially the photocurrent has been significantly increased by using the 
patterned ITO electrodes combined with ALD deposited metal oxide interlayer for the 
cells. The performance improvement is believed due to the enhanced charge 
collections and light absorption arising from the light trapping and also morphology 
improvement in the active layer. 
 
3.2 ALD deposited TiO2 film as electron selective layer on flat 
ITO cathode  
In this section, the effects of the deposition temperature and film thickness of 
ALD-grown TiO2 film on inverted OSC device performance are investigated. The S-
shape problem (light soaking) occurred during the device measurement has also been 
studied. 
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the schematic device structure of the inverted OSCs. The 
precursors used for TiO2 film deposition were water (H2O) and titanium tetrachloride 




(TiCl4). The pulse time for each reactant was set to 0.5 s, and nitrogen was used as a 
purge and carrier gas with the flow rate of 50 sccm and the purging time was set to 30 
s. The device fabrication process was the same as described in Chapter 2. 
 





Fig. 3.2 shows the x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of TiO2 thin films 
deposited by ALD at 170 ºC and 250 ºC on Si wafer substrates. It can be seen that the 
film deposited at 250 ºC clearly shows the characteristic (101) and (200) diffraction 
peaks of anatase TiO2 crystalline phase, while no diffraction peaks originated from 
crystalline TiO2 are observed from the film deposited at 170 ºC, indicating that the 
TiO2 film deposited by ALD at 170 ºC or below is amorphous in nature and the Ti/O 
ratio calculated from the x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement as 
shown in Fig. 3.3 is about 1:2 for all the samples. 





Figure 3.2 XRD patterns of TiO2 films grown by ALD at 130 ºC, 150 ºC, 170 ºC and 
250 ºC, respectively.  
 
Figure 3.3 XPS spectra of (a) Ti2p and (b) O1s scans of TiO2 films grown by ALD at 
temperature of  130 °C,  150 °C,  170 °C and  250 °C, respectively.  
 
Film thickness effects on the device performance 
Inverted cells using TiO2 films with different thicknesses produced on ITO by 
ALD at 170 ºC were fabricated. It was found that the current density - voltage (J – V) 
curves measured for all these cells as fabricated show a pronounced S-shape  and the 




S-shape  can be removed after a short time (typically 5 – 10 min) light soaking (under 
illumination, AM1.5G, 100 mW/cm2). Fig. 3.4 shows one example of the J – V curves 
measured for a cell as fabricated and after light soaking and also the dark J – V 
performances.  Table 3.1 summarizes the values of photovoltaic performance 
parameters measured as fabricated and after light soaking of the cells with different 
TiO2 thicknesses from 10, 12, 15, 17 to 20 nm. From the data of measurements after 
light soaking, it can be seen that with the increase of the TiO2 film thickness, the open 
circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current density (Jsc), fill factor (FF) and PCE all 
increase first and reach to their maximum values (Voc=0.54V, Jsc=10.10 mA/cm2, 
FF=0.60 and PCE=3.31%) at 15 nm thickness, and then decrease with further 
increasing the TiO2 thickness. The poorer cell performance at thinner (10-12 nm) and 
thicker (17-20 nm) TiO2 thickness is mostly because a relatively thinner layer of TiO2 
increases the hole leakage through the TiO2 layer leading to an increased 
recombination of electrons and holes and hence a reduction on Voc, FF and Jsc; while a 
relatively thicker amorphous TiO2 layer increases the resistance for electron transport 
and causes the electrons more difficult to be collected at the cathode, and hence a 
reduction in the FF and Jsc. The similar trend on TiO2 thicknesses was also observed 
in the performance data without light soaking (measurements as fabricated). 
Meanwhile, comparing measurements as fabricated with those after light soaking, the 
cell performance was significantly increased after light soaking due to the largely 
decreased series resistance which also can be seen from Fig. 3.4 (b), the dark J – V 
curves. The series resistances (Rs) of the devices with light soaking decreased at least 
tens of times compared with those of the devices without light soaking for all the 
devices with different TiO2 thicknesses, which causes both Jsc and FF increased. 
Taking the performance of the device with 15 nm thick TiO2 film as an example, after 




light soaking, the Rs decreases from 399 Ω/cm2 to 5.58 Ω/cm2, the Jsc increases form 
9.35 mA/cm2 to 10.16 mA/cm2 and the FF increases from 0.26 to 0.60, which make 




Figure 3.4 (a) J −V curves measured under illumination of a cell before and after 
light soaking (Inset: the dark J−V curves before (black squares) and after (red circles) 
light soaking); (b) incident photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (IPCE) for the 
cell with 15 nm TiO2 layer deposited at 170 ºC. 




Table 3.1 Values of photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted OSCs with 
different thickness TiO2 layers grown at 170 ºC by ALD process (under simulated 
illumination of 100 mW/cm2 AM 1.5G). Devices were measured as-fabricated and 
after light soaking (5 min simulated illumination). The device has the best 







Voc   
(V) FF 
η     
(%) 
Rs      
(Ω/cm2)





7.08 0.46 0.20 0.65 99 120 As-fabricated 
7.59 0.49 0.44 1.63 7.68 177 After light soaking 
12 
8.29 0.49 0.19 0.75 904 102 As-fabricated 
8.91 0.53 0.58 2.71 9.1 398 After light soaking 
15 
9.35 0.54 0.26 1.33 399 418 As-fabricated 
10.16 0.54 0.60 3.31 5.58 310 After light soaking 
17 
8.52 0.53 0.19 0.88 461 89.1 As-fabricated 
9.42 0.53 0.56 2.83 8.4 338 After light soaking 
20 
4.82 0.51 0.19 0.27 138 45.2 As-fabricated 
8.60 0.53 0.53 2.43 5.8 376 After light soaking 
  
 
ALD deposition temperature effects on the device performance 
The effect of deposition temperature of TiO2 has also been investigated. 
Inverted solar cells with 15 nm thick TiO2 layer deposited by ALD at different 
temperatures (130 ºC, 150 ºC, 170 ºC and 250 ºC) were fabricated, and the values of 
photovoltaic performance parameters of these cells are presented in Table 3.2, where 
the measurements were also done as fabricated and after light soaking. From the XRD 
pattern shown in Fig. 3.2, it can be seen that the TiO2 film is amorphous in nature 
when the deposition temperature is 170 ºC or below, and the film becomes poly-
crystal when the temperature is 250 ºC. It can be found that when the TiO2 film is in 
amorphous phase, with the increase of the TiO2 deposition temperature from 130 to 




170 ºC, the Voc and FF are nearly the same, and only Jsc increases and reaches a 
maximum value of 10.16 mA/cm2 at 170 ºC. The considerable change solely in Jsc is 
usually arisen from the active layer with changes in morphology or optical coupling. 
This is possibly because the TiO2 layers fabricated at different temperatures have 
different surface and optical properties, which usually affect the morphology of active 
layer [3.38]. Fig. 3.5 shows the surface scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images 
and transmittance of these TiO2 films with different deposition temperatures. The 
SEM images show that the roughness of TiO2 films increases with the deposition 
temperature due to the growing of the grain size on the film, which becomes 
pronounced in the TiO2 film deposited at 250 ºC.  From Fig. 3.5(e), it shows that the 
transmittance profiles are different in these TiO2 films; with the 170 ºC deposited film 
has the highest transmittance in the wavelength range 300 - 700 nm. 
 
 
Table 3.2 Values of photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted OSCs with 15 
nm thick TiO2 layer grown at different temperatures by ALD process (under simulated 
illumination of 100 mW/cm2 AM 1.5G). Devices were measured as-fabricated and 
after light soaking (5 min simulated illumination). The device has the best 





Voc   
(V) FF 
η    
(%) 
Rs      
(Ω/cm2)
Rsh    
(Ω/cm2) Remark 
130 ºC 
4.49 0.52 0.10 0.23 147 432 As-fabricated 
8.43 0.53 0.59 2.65 4.94 967 After light soaking 
150 ºC 
4.27 0.42 0.12 0.22 160 456 As-fabricated 
8.50 0.54 0.59 2.72 4.39 627 After light soaking 
170 ºC 
9.35 0.54 0.26 1.33 399 418 As-fabricated 
10.16 0.54 0.60 3.31 5.58 310 After light soaking 
250 ºC 
7.84 0.52 0.26 1.05 289 551 As-fabricated 
8.75  0.52 0.56 2.59 7.84 338 After light soaking 
 
 






Figure 3.5 FESEM images of TiO2 film surfaces deposited at (a) 130, (b) 150, (c) 170, 









Nevertheless, the better performance of the cells based on 15 nm amorphous 
TiO2 layers fabricated at low temperature (130-170 ºC) as compared to that of the cell 
with the 15 nm poly-crystal TiO2 layer demonstrates that low temperature ALD 
processed ultra-thin and dense TiO2 layer is promising for use to achieve high 
performance and stable OSCs on plastic substrate. Moreover, the stable and robust 
ALD-produced TiO2 film makes it possible to integrate the TiO2 films on ITO plastic 
substrates for easier processing and distribution of the film products, which will 
benefit the roll-to-roll mass production of plastic OSCs. 
 
Light soaking issue in device performance  
For our case, the observed S-shape together with the high series resistance (see 
Table 3.1, measurements as fabricated) is mostly because of the low electrical 
conductivity of these TiO2 layers. The S-shape is removed and the series resistance of 
the device is significantly decreased after light soaking, indicating that light 
illumination changes the electrical properties of the TiO2 film. It is usually thought 
that high density surface state is produced on TiO2 upon UV-light illumination, which 
may result in improved electron transport [3.39]. The surface states could be from 
oxygen vacancy or Ti3+ states induced by the photoreaction under light soaking [3.40, 
3.41].  
The change in the S-shape by light soaking is found reversible after storing the 
cell inside glovebox (without illumination) for a period of time. It is observed from 
Fig. 3.6 that, for the device after light soaking and stored in glovebox, the S-shape is 
returned bit by bit with the increase of the storage time, from 18h, 48h, 96h, to 8 days. 
Furthermore, when the device was placed under one more light soaking, the S-shape 
can be removed again.  





Figure 3.6 J – V curves of a cell measured after different storage time in N2-filled 
glove box. 
 
To further investigate the cause for the S-shape, we put the S-shape removed 
devices to be stored in three different environments of air ambient (dry box), N2-filled 
glove box and high vacuum (8x10-7 torr) separately, and measured the J – V 
characteristics before and after the storages (as shown in Fig. 3.7).  Fig. 3.7 (a) shows 
that there is an obvious S-shape appeared in the J – V curve of the device stored in air 
ambient after only 3 hours. Moreover, there is little S-shape appeared in the J – V 
curve of the device stored in the glovebox even after 4 hours, as shown in Fig. 3.7 (b). 
Furthermore, there is no S-shape appeared in the device that is stored in high vacuum 
ambient for even 18 hours. The different behaviors of S-shape with different storage 
ambiences can be explained by different amounts of oxygen: the amount of oxygen 
contained in air ambient is much more than those contained in glove box and high 
vacuum, so it will be more quickly for the TiO2 layer to adsorb oxygen and get rid of 
the surface states, which causes the conductivity of the TiO2 film decrease and the S-




shape return back. Fig. 3.7 (d) shows the change of the series resistance after storage 
in glove box. It can be seen that Rs increases with the storage time. This result 
confirms our above explanation about the cause of the S-shape. The much improved 
stability observed in the devices stored in the high vacuum suggests that the S-shape 
can also be permanently removed by proper encapsulation of the devices to prohibit 
the oxygen and water contamination, which needs further investigation. 
 
 






Figure 3.7 The J – V curves measured for devices before and after storages in air 
ambient for 3 hours (a), in glove box for 4 hours (b), in high vacuum for 18 hours (c) 
(light soaking for 5 min was conducted for each cell before the storage) and the 
change of the series resistance with time for the cells stored in different ambient (d). 
Insets in a, b, and c are the corresponding dark J – V curves before (black line) and 
after (red line) storage. 
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3.3 ALD-grown metal oxide interlayers on patterned ITO 
nanogroove cathode 
In this section, the patterned ITO cathodes combined with ALD deposited 
metal oxide films are applied to enhance the inverted OSC device performance. 
Fig. 3.8 shows the schematic illustration of the fabrication process of the ITO 
nano-groove arrays. The pre-cleaned ITO-coated glass substrates were spin coated 
with a layer of photoresist (Ultra-i 123) at 6000 rpm for 60 s (approximately 300 nm 
thick) and cured at 90 °C for 90 s. The photoresist was then exposed using a Lloyd’s-
mirror-type LIL set-up with a He-Cd laser source (ߣ = 325 nm) for about 60 s. The 
unexposed photoresist was removed using Microposit MF CD-26 developer, leaving 
behind lines of photoresist on the ITO surface.  After that, the sample was chemically 
etched in Bromic acid for different times (30 s, 45 s, 60 s, 75 s and 90 s) to transfer 
the nano-groove patterns to the ITO layer. The variation of the etching time will result 
in different heights of the nano-grooves. Finally, all the photoresist was removed by 
acetone in an ultrasonic bath for 2 minutes. 
 


















The structure of the cell is ITO/metal oxide/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag as shown 
in Fig. 3.9. The precursors used for ALD-grown ZnO film were H2O and diethylzinc 
(DEZ) and the deposition temperature was 150 oC. 
 
Figure 3.9 Schematic device structure of inverted organic solar cells. 
 
Fig. 3.10 (a) to (e) show the AFM images and step profiles of the ITO surfaces 
with etching time of 30 s, 45 s, 60 s, 75 s and 90 s, respectively. The nano-groove 
patterns are clearly shown in both the AFM images and the step profiles for all these 
samples. The period of the pattern is about 500 nm. From the step profiles, it can be 
seen that the nano-groove depth increases with the etching time, and reaches to the 
maximum about 30 nm when the etching time is 75 s. However, when the etching 
time increases to 90 s, the pattern starts to disappear. This is because chemical wet 
etching is isotropic etching. When the etching time is long enough, the top of ITO 
surface can be totally etched and thus the photoresist will be removed and not protect 
the ITO surface furthermore. 
Fig. 3.10 (f) shows the AFM image of ITO surface (75 s etching) after 18 nm 
atomic layer deposited ZnO film. Compared with the patterned ITO surface before 
ZnO layer deposition (Fig. 3.10 (d)), it clearly shows that there is no change with the 














Figure 3.10 AFM images of patterned ITO film with different etching time: (a) 30 s, 
(b) 45 s, (c) 60 s, (d) 75 s, (e) 90s and (f) ZnO film deposited on patterned ITO (75 s). 




Fig. 3.11 shows the J - V curves of the inverted OPV devices fabricated on 
planar ITO and patterned ITO electrodes with different etching time, and the cell 
performance parameters are summarized in Table 3.3. The ZnO film thickness has 
been optimized as shown in Fig. 3.12. From Table 3.3, it can be seen that both Voc and 
FF of the devices (on flat ITO and patterned ITO) are similar, but Jsc of the patterned-
ITO cells (30 s, 45 s, 60 s and 75 s) are higher than that of the flat-ITO cell, increasing 
from 10.21 (planar-ITO cell) to 10.42 (pattern-30s), 11.26 (pattern-45s), 11.31 
(pattern-60s) and 11.24 mA/cm2 (pattern-75s) with increment up to 10.77 %. A 
maximum PCE of 3.22% has been achieved when the etching time is 75 s. 































Figure 3.11 J – V curves of devices with flat ITO film and patterned ITO films with 
different etching time (30 s, 45 s, 60 s, 75 s and 90s). 
 
 




Table 3.3 Values of photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted OSCs with and 
without electron selective layer (ESL) (under simulated illumination of 100 mW/cm2 


















Planar 8.29 0.30 0.37 0.92 25 73 No ESL 
Patterned 9.88 0.31 0.38 1.20 14 112 No ESL  
Planar 
30 s 
10.21 0.53 0.54 2.92 11 350 ZnO 
10.42 0.51 0.51 2.71 12 246 ZnO 
45 s 
60 s 
11.26 0.53 0.53 3.16 11 241 ZnO 
11.31 0.53 0.53 3.17 10 205 ZnO 
75 s 11.24 0.54 0.53 3.22 11 285 ZnO 
90 s 10.11 0.52 0.53 2.78 12 360 ZnO 
Planar 
2.25 0.43 0.13 0.12 752 71 TiO2 as-fabricated 
9.52 0.52 0.54 2.67 14 361 TiO2 after light soaking
Patterned 
2.80 0.33 0.16 0.15 2327 538 TiO2 as-fabricated 
11.72 0.52 0.51 3.07 5.9 479 TiO2 after light soaking






























Figure 3.12 J – V curves of devices with flat ITO film and different-thick ZnO 
electron selective layers (9 nm, 18 nm, 27 nm).  
 
There are several possible explanations for the increased Jsc. Firstly, the 
patterned ITO electrode increases the contact area between the cathode and active 
layer and shortens the electron collection pathway. Due to the limited carrier 
mobilities in the P3HT:PCBM film, the photo generated free electrons and holes in 
the active layer in a standard flat ITO device are easily recombined with each other 
when they are transporting towards the electrodes (charge-collection). The thicker of 
the active layer, the higher the recombination loss. Usually, it is electron conductivity 
limited charge-collection, that means the electron conductivity (through PCBM 
network) is lower than hole conductivity (through P3HT network) in the active layer 
[3.42]. Since in the patterned ITO device, the electrode is extended to the polymer 
film periodically, the contact area between the cathode and active layer is increased, 
and the pathway for the electron collection is shortened, which decreases the 




recombination loss and thus increases the photocurrent. To further prove this point, 
two devices without ZnO interfacial layer on a planar ITO electrode and a patterned 
ITO electrode (75s etching time) were fabricated (with structure of 
ITO/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag), the J – V curves of devices are shown in Fig. 3.13, and 
the photovoltaic performance parameters of the two cells are also summarized in 
Table 3.3 (no electron selective layer (ESL)). It shows clearly that there is an increase 
in the current density from the cell with patterned ITO as compared to the cell with 
planar ITO, although both cells (without ESL) show much poorer performance than 
the cells with ZnO ESL.   





















 Device with planar ITO
 Device with patterned ITO
 
Figure 3.13 J – V curves of devices with flat ITO film and patterned ITO films with 
nano-groove arrays without electron selective layer. 
 
 




Light absorption is also one of the factors directly related to the value of Jsc. 
Organic solar cells with nano-structured substrate have been shown to reduce the 
reflection due to the good matching of the refractive index with air (light trapping) as 
compared to the device with planar substrate [3.43, 3.44]. Fig. 3.14 shows the light 
absorption and reflection spectra, over the wavelength range from 300 to 800 nm, of 
P3HT:PCBM films deposited on planar-ITO/ZnO and patterned-ITO/ZnO electrodes. 
The main absorption of P3HT:PCBM is located in the wavelength range from 400 to 
650 nm. In this range, we can see from Fig. 3.14 the increased absorbance and 
decreased reflectance in the films with patterned ITO electrodes (with etching time of 
45s, 60s and 75s) as compared to that with a planar ITO electrode, which is believed 
contributing to the photocurrent of the cell with patterned-ITO.  
The surface morphologies of the P3HT:PCBM active layers fabricated on 
planar-ITO/ZnO electrode and patterned-ITO/ZnO electrodes are investigated by 
AFM measurements, and the AFM images and roughness data are shown in Fig. 3.15. 
It shows that the surface of the P3HT:PCBM active layer on planar-ITO is smooth 
with a root mean square (RMS) roughness of 1.98 nm. However, the surface RMS 
roughnesses of the active layer were increased to 3.46 nm, 3.84 nm, 4.61 nm, 3.95 nm 
and 2.27 nm for the films on patterned-ITO with etching time of 30s, 45s, 60s, 75s 
and 90s, respectively. This morphology change may be due to the graphoepitaxy 
which can be caused by the wet chemical etching [3.45].  






Figure 3.14 (a) The absorbance and (b) reflectance spectra of ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM 
(with and without pattern) films. 
 






Figure 3.15 AFM images of P3HT:PCBM films coated on (a) flat ITO/ZnO substrate 
and patterned ITO/ZnO substrates with different etching time: (b) 30 s, (c) 45 s, (d) 60 










ZnO layer can provide high electron mobility due to the high oxygen vacancy 
concentration. However, the dense surface defects may act as the trap-assistant 
recombination center, resulting in current loss [3.35, 3.36, 3.46]. When the contact 
area increases, the trap-assisted recombination alsos increase, which could limit the 
current increase for the patterned devices. However, compared with ZnO, TiO2 layer 
contains less defects, which effectively reduces the current loss, but with comparable 
electron mobility, both making it to be an effective electron selective layer [3.47]. 
Fig. 3.16 (a) and (b) show the J - V curves of devices with flat and patterned 
ITO films after TiO2 film deposition by measuring the devices as fabricated and after 
light soaking, respectively. The TiO2 film was fabricated by ALD at 150 oC, since this 
deposition temperature is acceptable for nearly all the plastic substrates. The TiO2 
thickness was 15 nm. Light soaking is done by placing the device under illumination 
(AM1.5G solar simulator, 100 mW/cm2) for a certain time. It shows that there is an 
obvious S-shape in each curve of the as-fabricated cell (Fig. 3.16 (a)), and the S-shape 
can be removed by light soaking (Fig. 3.16 (b)), which is due to the removal of the 
oxygen defects by light illumination resulting in much improved TiO2 conductivity 
and improved electron injection. From Fig. 3.16 (b), it can be seen that, after 
illumination, the Voc of the two devices (on flat ITO and patterned ITO) almost does 
no change, but the Jsc of the patterned-ITO cell is higher than that of the flat-ITO cell, 
increasing from 9.52 to 11.72 mA/cm2. The increase (23.11%) is much higher than 
the ZnO based device (10.77%) due to less recombination occurred on the oxide 
surface. 






Figure 3.16 J – V curves of devices with planar ITO/TiO2 and patterned ITO/TiO2 
films with nano-groove arrays measured as fabricated (a) and after light soaking (b). 
 
 






















































In this chapter, firstly, TiO2 films, fabricated using low temperature (e.g., 130−
170 °C) ALD on flat ITO substrates, are used as electron selective interface layers to 
investigate inverted OSCs. It is found that though the as-deposited TiO2 films are high 
resistive due to the presence of oxygen defects, the defects can be significantly 
reduced by light soaking. PV cells with 15-nm-thick amorphous-TiO2 layers 
fabricated at low temperature show better performance than those with poly crystal 
TiO2 with same thickness deposited at 250 °C. The low temperature ALD-grown TiO2 
films are dense, stable and robust with capability of conformal coating on 
nanostructural surfaces, showing a promising interface layer for achieving air-stable 
plastic OSCs.  
After optimizing the flat device, patterned ITO electrodes with well-ordered 
periodic nano-groove structures were constructed using a simple and cost-effective 
method, LIL, and worked as the cathode. The patterned ITO cathode combined with 
ALD deposited metal oxide thin films (ZnO, TiO2) as the electron selective layer were 
studied in inverted OSCs. Compared to the flat ITO cathode, the use of patterned ITO 
cathode leads to a significantly increased short circuit current density (Jsc) which 
increased by 10.8% (from 10.21 to 11.31 mA/cm2) for devices using ZnO interlayer 
and 23.11% (from 9.52 to 11.72 mA/cm2) for devices using TiO2 interlayer. The 
improvement in the photocurrent is the result of enhanced charge collections and light 
absorption, and improved morphology in the active layer fabricated on patterned ITO 
substrate. 
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Solution Processed Metal Oxide Films as 
Electron Selective Layer in Inverted OSCs 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In chapter 3, ALD deposited metal oxide film as electron selective layer (ESL) 
in inverted OSCs is discussed. However, the long-time consumption and non-cost 
effective metal oxide deposition process is not desirable for the roll-to-roll and cost-
effective fabrication process for OSCs. As a result, the solution processed metal oxide 
films as ESL in inverted OSCs are fully worth of investigation. 
Zinc oxide (ZnO) and titanium oxide (TiOx) films have been considered as 
good candidates due to the acceptable electron mobility and high transparency in the 
visible wavelength range which allow them to be the effective transporter and 
excellent waveguide [4.1, 4.2]. Meanwhile, ZnO and TiOx are cheap and 
environmentally friendly materials and can be synthesized with high purity at low 
temperature. Besides, ZnO and TiOx buffer layers can be easily prepared and 
processed via a solution method followed by thermal annealing at relatively low 
temperature, which makes them compatible with roll-to-roll fabrication onto flexible 
substrates [4.3, 4.4].  




In this chapter, aqueous solution processed ZnO and sol-gel TiOx films as 
ESLs are investigated in inverted OSCs. Both device performance and photo-stability 
will be studied.  
 
4.2 Effects of post-treatments on aqueous solution processed 
ZnO films in OSCs 
Solution processed ZnO is mainly obtained by sol-gel, nano-crystalline colloid 
(Nc-ZnO) and aqueous solution route.  However, sol-gel based ZnO usually requires 
high annealing temperature (≥ 200 oC) to remove carbon impurities, which is not 
compatible with flexible substrates [4.4, 4.5]. The colloidal processed Nc-ZnO 
possesses much larger surface area than the corresponding dense layers, which results 
in a significantly environmentally sensitive electrical performance in ambient 
atmosphere [4.6, 4.7]. While the aqueous solution of ammine-hydroxo zinc complex 
could avoid these problems to afford the capability of low temperature annealing to 
densify ZnO thin films [4.8]. Previously, ZnO electron selective layers deposited by 
aqueous solutions of an ammine-hydroxo zinc complex have been investigated and 
showed much higher performance [4.9, 4.10]. Kim et al. has reported the effects of 
different annealing temperatures on the inverted OSC device performance showing 
that the annealing temperature could be as low as 80 oC [4.9]. However, studies on 
post-treatment have not yet been reported.  
In this section, we investigated the effects of different post-treatments using 
thermal, humidity, and vacuum on aqueous solution-processed ZnO buffer layers on 
the film properties and inverted OSC device performance. It was found that the 




thermal and vacuum post-treatments not only reduce the surface defect sites but also 
significantly increase the charge carrier mobility of ZnO films to 0.36 cm2V-1s-1 and 
0.31 cm2V-1s-1, respectively, compared to the as-prepared films. Finally, efficient 
inverted OSC devices with 3.58 % and 3.51 % PCE based on P3HT and PC61BM 
blend were achieved, respectively, which is much higher (15 ~ 20 % enhancement) 
compared to the reference device based on the ZnO buffer layer without post-
treatment.  
 
4.2.1 Effects of ZnO film post-treatments on device performance 
The ZnO aqueous solution was prepared as described in section 2.2.3 and the 
inverted OSC fabrication process was described in section 2.2.2.  ZnO solution was 
spin-coated on top of ITO substrates at 3000 rpm for 30s. The reference device 
(device A) was prepared with as-spun ZnO thin film and directly thermally annealed 
at 150 oC for 10 min. Devices B, C and D were firstly prepared in manner similar to 
device A, but further treated at 150 oC for 12 h in an oven (device B), or with high 
humidity air treated for 12 h (RH 80%) (device C) or with 0% RH high vacuum for 12 
h in vacuum chamber (device D). Fig. 4.1 (a) and (b) illustrate the schematic device 
structure and the band diagram of the inverted OSCs, respectively. 






Figure 4.1 (a) Device structure of the inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cell and (b) 
energy level diagram of the component materials used in device fabrication. 
 
 
The current density – voltage (J – V) characteristics of the P3HT:PC61BM 
devices incorporating ZnO buffer layers without (device A) and with thermal, 
humidity, and vacuum treatments (devices B, C, D respectively) are shown in Fig. 4.2 
(a), and the corresponding extracted device parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. 
Compared with reference device (device A), the Voc slightly increases for thermal and 
vacuum treated devices. However, a significant increase in short circuit current 
density (Jsc) from 8.93 mA/cm2 (device A) to 10.29 mA/cm2 (device B) upon thermal 
post-treatment was observed. The series resistance (Rs) decreases from 9.7 Ω/cm2 to 
8.8 Ω/cm2. For humidity treatment, while there was almost no change and the vacuum 
treatment resulted in a large improvement to 9.92 mA/cm2 with a smaller Rs of 9.3 
Ω/cm2. The resulting PCEs were 3.58%, 3.07%, and 3.51% for thermal, humidity, and 
vacuum treatment, respectively. Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency 





































maximum IPCEs were 71% and 68% at the wavelength of 550 nm, respectively. The 
integrated IPCE values are all in good agreement with the measured Jsc.  
In order to investigate the feasibility in other materials systems, the inverted 
solar cell based on PTB7/PC71BM incorporating with the ZnO layer after thermal 
post-treatment and reference cell have also been fabricated. The J – V characteristics 
and photovoltaic parameters of the device are shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). A high PCE of 
7.1% for the device with optimized ZnO layer was obtained with Voc of 0.74 V, Jsc of 
14.34 mA/cm2 and FF of 0.67. Compared with the reference device performance, Voc 
and FF are similar, while Jsc is higher than that of the reference device, 13.76 mA/cm2. 
The IPCE spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). The integrated IPCE value is in good 
agreement with the measured Jsc. To understand the mechanisms of post-treatment 
effects on the device performance, various techniques were employed.  





Figure 4.2 (a) J – V characterisctics of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells 
incorporating ZnO films without and with different post-treatments. (b) IPCE spectra 
of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells. 





















































Figure 4.3 (a) J – V characterisctics of inverted PTB7:PC71BM solar cells. (b) IPCE 































PTB7:PC71BM Voc Jsc FF PCE
(v) (mA/cm2) (%)
0.73 0.6813.76 6.83150 oC 10 min
150 oC 12 h 0.74 14.34 0.67 7.10


















 150 oC 10 min
 150 oC 12 h 
(c)
(d)




Table 4.1 Optical and electrical properties of ZnO films without (device A) and with 
thermal (device B), humidity (device C) and vacuum (device D) post-treatments, and 
device photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells 
incorporating these ZnO films as the electron transport layer.  
 























A 3.418 0.225 27-32 8.93 0.56 0.61 3.05 9.7 900 
B 3.354 0.360 16-21 10.29 0.58 0.60 3.58 8.8 615 
C 3.406 0.183 26-32 9.01 0.56 0.61 3.07 10.2 947 





Figure 4.4 AFM images (25μm × 25 μm) of the ZnO films deposited on ITO coated 
glass substrates without (a), and with thermal (b), humidity (c), and vacuum post-
treatment (d), respectively.  
 
 




4.2.2 Surface roughness of ZnO films 
The surface morphologies of the ZnO films (on ITO coated glass substrate) 
without and with different post-treatments were measured by tapping-mode AFM as 
shown in Fig. 4.4. The roughness mean square (RMS) values were 2.36 nm, 2.58 nm, 
2.38 nm, and 2.52 nm for the ZnO films without and with thermal, humidity, and 
vacuum post-treatments, respectively. As can be seen, the post-treatment has little 
effect on the surface roughness, which means that the current density increase is not 
caused by the surface roughness change. 
 
4.2.3 Transmittance and optical bandgap of ZnO film 
The transmittance of the metal oxide buffer layer was investigated by UV-Vis 
spectroscopy to study the post-treatment effect on ZnO surface properties. Fig. 4.5 (a) 
shows the UV-visible wavelength optical transmittance spectra of bare ITO film and 
ZnO buffer layers coated on ITO (ITO/ZnO) films with different post-treatments. It 
can be seen that all ITO/ZnO films have good transmittances, above 80% over the 
visible wavelength range which are close to the bare ITO film. Meanwhile, in the 
range from 370 nm to 450 nm, the transmittance of the ITO/ZnO layers are higher 
than the bare ITO film, which is due to the antireflection caused by the ZnO layer 
coated on the ITO substrate [4.1].  
 In order to further investigate the optical bandgap of each ZnO buffer layer, 
the optical transmittance spectra of ZnO buffer layers coated on quartz substrates have 
been measured and shown in Fig. 4.5 (b). From the transmittance spectra, the 
absorption coefficient as a function of photon energy has been plotted in Fig. 4.5 (c), 




and the optical bandgap of each ZnO film can be read. The absorption coefficient α 
can be calculated using T = Aexp (- αd), where T is the transmittance of the ZnO film, 
A is a constant and approximately unity, and d is the film thickness [4.11]. The value 
of optical bandgap can be calculated using the Tauc model [4.12] and the Davis Mott 
model [4.13] in the high absorbance region: αhυ= D (hυ– Eg)n, where hυ is the photon 
energy, Eg is the optical bandgap, D is a constant, and n equals to 1/2. In Fig. 4.5 (c), 
the relationship between (αhυ)2 and hυ is plotted. The Eg value can be obtained by 
extrapolating the linear portion to the photon energy axis. The optical bandgap values 
obtained are also summarized in Table 4.1. It can be seen that the bandgaps of the 
ZnO films decreased after post-treatments. The band gap of the ZnO film decreased 
from 3.418 eV to 3.354 eV, 3.406 eV, and 3.398 eV for thermal, humidity, and 
vacuum post-treatment, respectively. The narrowing bandgap should be due to 
increased crystallinity caused by the post-treatments. Same results were also observed 
when increasing the thermal annealing temperatures [4.11]. The increased 
crystallinity should be responsible for current density increase upon post-treatments 
due to the decreased electron extraction barrier between the metal oxide conduction 
band and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of PCBM. 
 
 





Figure 4.5 Transmittance spectra of (a) ITO and ITO/ZnO buffer layers, and (b) ZnO 
buffer layers deposited on quartz sbstrates. (c) plot of (αhυ)2 vs. photon energy for 
ZnO films with different post-treatments. 





































































4.2.4 Photoluminescence spectroscopy of ZnO thin films  
The surface defect of ZnO films was studied with the room temperature 
photoluminescence (PL) spectra deposited on quartz substrates without/with post-
treatments (Fig. 4.6). Strong emission at ~ 370 nm was observed for all the samples, 
which corresponds to the near band-edge emission [4.14]. This band is usually 
assigned to free excitons recombination or unspecified localized state [4.14]. Usually, 
a broad green emission peak is present in the ZnO PL spectrum, which is commonly 
referred to as a deep-level or trap-state emission. The green emission has been 
attributed to the singly ionized oxygen vacancy in ZnO film and the emission results 
from the radiative recombination of a photo-generated hole with an electron 
occupying the oxygen vacancy [4.15]. For our cases, the weak green emission peak 
and narrow UV band after post-treatments indicate increased film crystallinity and 
negligible contribution of defects, which are responsible for the deep level emissions 
[4.16].  





Figure 4.6 PL spectra of ZnO films without (A) and with thermal (B), humidity (C), 
and vacuum (D) post-treatments.  
 
4.2.5 XPS measurement 
In order to further understand the change in Jsc caused by post-treatments, x-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out. All atomic 
spectra were calibrated by taking hydrocarbon C 1s peak at 284.6 eV as a reference. 
Fig. 4.7 shows core level XPS spectra of O 1s for the ZnO films with different post-
treatments. The O 1s XPS spectra exhibit asymmetric line shapes as shown in Fig. 4.7. 
The main peak with lower binding energy (529.8eV) corresponds to oxygen lattice in 
ZnO matrix, while the other two peaks (at 531.1eV and 531.9 eV) correspond to the 
lattice oxygen in oxygen-deficient regions (oxygen vacancy) and zinc hydroxide 
(Zn(OH)2), respectively [4.17, 4.18]. From Fig. 4.7, the decreased intensity of the 
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peak located near 531.9 eV infers that the zinc hydroxide component decreases with 
post-treatments due to conversion from metal hydroxide to oxides. From the fitting 
curves of the XPS spectra, the relative percentage contributed to the spectrum from 
zinc hydroxide component decreased from 13 % (ZnO layer without post-treatment) 
to 9.5%, 10%, and 9.7% for ZnO layer with thermal, humidity, and vacuum treatment, 
respectively. Therefore, the decreased metal hydroxide component and increased 
oxide lattices content in the ZnO films result in reduced defect sites. The possible 
explanation is that zinc hydroxide in the ZnO layer needs more energy to convert it 
into metal oxide lattices.  
 






























Figure 4.7 O 1s XPS spectra of ZnO films without (A) and with thermal (B), 
humidity (C), and vacuum (D) post-treatments. 
 
 




4.2.6 Charge carrier mobility of ZnO film 
To evaluate the charge transport properties of ZnO with various post-
treatments, ZnO thin film transistors with bottom-gate top-contact structure were 
employed (Fig. 4.8 (a)). For the device fabrication, a heavily doped p-type Si wafer 
(purchased from Silicon Quest International, Inc.) was served as the gate electrode 
and 200 nm of thermally grown SiO2 was used as the dielectric layer. Prior to spin 
coating ZnO precursors, the Si/SiO2 substrates were firstly cleaned with acetone, IPA, 
and de-ionized water, and then treated with Ar plasma to facilitate the thin film 
formation. ZnO precursors were then spun coated at 3000 rpm for 30 s to get ZnO 
thin film around 10~15 nm. Following that, the substrates were pre-annealed at 150 
oC for 10 min. Then the ZnO films underwent different post-treatments. Finally, Al 
layers, as the source and drain electrodes (W = 1000 µm, L = 100 µm), were deposited 
on the ZnO thin film with a shadow mask. The transistors were characterized with 
Keithley 4200 parameter analyzer in the N2-filled glove box. The field-effect mobility 
of the fabricated transistor was extracted using the following equation in the 
saturation region from the gate sweep:  ID = W/(2L)Ciµ(VG–VT)2, where ID is the drain 
current in the saturation region, μ is the field-effect mobility, Ci is the capacitance per 
unit area of the gate dielectric layer (SiO2, 200 nm, Ci = 17 nF cm-2), VG and VT are 
gate voltage and threshold voltage, and W and L are channel width and length, 
respectively. 
As shown in Fig. 4.8, all the films underwent different post-treatments showed 
good transistor characteristics. The ZnO film with thermal post-treatment resulted in 
the best device performance with a μe of 0.36 cm2V-1s-1, on/off ratio of 5 × 107, and 
threshold voltage (Vth) of 19 V. This result is in accord with the solar cell result, 




which shows the lowest Rs and the highest Jsc (Table 4.1). The samples experienced 
humidity and vacuum treatment have charge carrier mobilities of 0.183 cm2V-1s-1 and 
0.311 cm2V-1s-1, respectively.  
 
Figure 4.8 (a) The device structure used in this study. (b) The transfer characteristics 




4.2.7 Charge extraction 
The capacitance – voltage (C – V) measurements were carried out in the dark 
at room temperature to explore the variation of the inverted OSC device performances, 
as shown in Fig. 4.9 [4.19]. The capacitance was measured against different biases, 
with AC excitation amplitude of 10 mV at a frequency of 10 kHz. For a schottky 
diode, the junction capacitance shows a bias dependence according to Mott-Schottky 
relation [4.20], C-2 = 2(Vbi-V)/(A2qεε0NA), where Vbi is the built-in potential, V is the 

















































the elementary charge, ε is the relative dielectric constant of the semiconductors 
(assume to be 3), ε0 the permittivity of the vacuum, and NA the doping density. The 
built-in voltage (Vbi) could be estimated by the voltage corresponding to the maximal 
of capacitance which equals to the flat-band condition. From Fig. 4.9, we obtained the 
Vbi of 0.43 ± 0.02 V, 0.25 ± 0.02 V, and 0.39 ± 0.02 V, for thermal, humidity, and 
vacuum post-treatments, respectively. While the reference device without the post-
treatment shows similar Vbi with humidity treated device (0.26 ± 0.02 V). The Vbi 
enhancement after the post-treatment indicates improved charge extraction, which 
could be a good evidence for the current density increase.  
 
 
Figure 4.9 C – V characteristics of devices in the dark at room temperature, the 
corresponding devices were those based on ZnO films without (device A) and with 




  In summary, inverted OSCs with low-temperature aqueous solution-processed 
ZnO buffer layers underwent different post-treatments have been investigated. The 
device performance has been optimized by the thermal and vacuum post-treatments. 

























Based on transmittance, PL, XPS and C – V results, it was found that the post-
treatments especially thermal and vacuum treatments, not only reduce the surface 
defect sites but also increase the film crystallinity compared to the reference film, 
which is responsible for the higher current density compared to the reference device.  
 
4.3 Photo-stability of inverted OSCs based on different ESLs 
In order to achieve the device commercialization of OSCs, most research 
works have been focused on two aspects: (1) the PCE enhancement due to the much 
lower PCE compared with inorganic solar cells; and (2) device air stability [4.21-
4.23]. Device encapsulation is a good method to increase device air stability by 
preventing the cell from oxygen and moisture in the air ambient [4.24, 4.25]. 
However, there is another challenge for OSCs, the operational lifetime. Several 
groups have studied the OSC operational lifetime [4.26-4.28]. Hauch et al. reported 
flexible polymer solar cells with more than 1 year operational lifetime [4.26]. 
However, the cell PCE was not high (~ 1%). Zimmermann et al. has presented 
completely inverted OSCs with 1500 h operational lifetime by inserting titanium (Ti) 
or chromium (Cr) layer between Al cathode and active layer, and the cell PCE was 
about 1.5 – 3% [4.27]. Katz et al. reported a method of relevant accelerated tests of 
operational lifetime [4.28].  The cells were treated with ~ 4 Suns concentrated light 
for 100 min illumination, and comparisons of Voc and fill factor (FF) between fresh 
cells and graded cells based on ZnO nanoparticle buffer layers were recorded.  
For ZnO layer, surface defects can act as trap-assistant recombination center 
[4.29]. When ZnO layer is under UV-illumination, oxygen desorption occurs and the 
release of oxygen induces a highly n-doped ZnO layer [4.28]. This highly n-doped 




ZnO layer has a narrow bandwidth which can be easily tunneled by both electrons and 
holes, so the ZnO capability to act as an electron selective layer is reduced. This 
phenomenon causes OSC device with the ZnO layer degraded with UV-illumination 
easily. 
For TiOx layer, the work-function of ITO/TiOx surface has a little increase 
compared with the bare ITO surface, which causes a schottky contact formed with the 
active layer [4.30]. This barrier blocks the electrons’ transport to the cathode, 
resulting in a hole-only device and an S-shaped formed in the J – V curve measured. 
The work function has a blue shift after UV-illumination by surface band binding and 
the S-shape is eliminated by the UV-illumination (light soaking) [4.30]. However, 
during this process, a harmful photo-oxidation in the organic active layer occurs, 
which also causes the device degradation. 
Riedl et al. reported the performance of devices based on atomic layer 
deposited (ALD) ZnO, TiOx, Al doped ZnO and their combination bilayers [4.30]. It 
was found that the light soaking problem is due to the interface effect rather than bulk 
electrical properties. Lim et al. reported the performance of devices based on solution 
processed ZnO and ALD deposited TiOx bilayer [4.31]. The device performance was 
improved compared with the bare ZnO layer because the ZnO layer surface was 
passivated by the ALD deposited TiOx layer. However, the photo-stability of devices 
based on aqueous solution processed ZnO, sol-gel processed TiOx and their 
combination bilayers still need further investigation. Here, the photo-induced 
degradation of devices based on solution processed TiOx, ZnO and their bilayer 
structures in inverted architecture was studied and compared. The device performance, 
the light soaking problem for TiOx layer, and the photo-degradation of Voc and FF 




under different light intensities and time duration up to 20 min were measured and 
analyzed.  
 
4.3.1 Performance of devices based on different ESLs 
The TiOx solution was spin-coated on top of ITO substrates at 4000 rpm for 
1min and the formed TiOx films were immediately annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. For 
the TiOx/ZnO (or ZnO/TiOx) bilayer preparation, the ZnO (or TiOx) layer was 
deposited and annealed as the bare ZnO (or TiOx) film after TiOx (or ZnO) layer 
deposited on ITO substrate and annealed.  
Fig. 4.10 shows the J – V characteristics of four types of inverted devices with 
ESLs of ZnO, TiOx, TiOx/ZnO and ZnO/TiOx, and the corresponding extracted device 
parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. As shown in Fig. 4.10 (a), the devices using 
the bilayer ESLs show better performance than the devices with bare ZnO or TiOx 
ESL. Both Voc and Jsc have been improved. The significant increase of Jsc for the 
device based on ZnO/TiOx bilayer film compared with the bare ZnO film was 
attributed to the reduced surface recombination by surface passivation [4.31]. For the 
device based on TiOx/ZnO bilayer, the possible explanation for the improved device 
performance compared with the bare TiOx film was due to the reduced series 
resistance and enhanced hole blocking capability.  
Fig. 4.10 (c) shows J – V characteristics of inverted cells with TiOx and 
ZnO/TiOx ESLs before and after light soaking. The J – V curves of both devices 
contained a kink before light soaking. For the bare TiOx device, after light soaking for 
10 min, a PCE of 2.9 % could be achieved with a short-circuit current density of 9.97 




mA/cm2, an open-circuit voltage of 0.55 V, and a fill factor of 0.53. The combination 
of ZnO and TiOx layer (ZnO/TiOx bilayer) not only reduces the light soaking time to 
2 min, but also enhances Jsc (10.25 mA/cm2) and Voc (0.57 V) simultaneously, which 
results in higher PCE.  
However, when a ZnO film was deposited on TiOx layer (TiOx/ZnO bilayer), 
the S-shape in the J – V curve can be eliminated, as shown in Fig. 4.9 (a). The 
eliminated S-shape is due to the ohmic contact formed between ZnO and active layer. 
The UPS measurement (Fig. 4.11) shows that the ITO/ZnO and ITO/TiOx/ZnO films 
have similar surface work-functions, and has a decrease of about 0.5 eV compared 
with the bare ITO surface. However, the ITO/TiOx film has slightly larger surface 
work-function than the bare ITO surface. 
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Figure 4.10 (a) J – V characterisctics of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells 
incorporating different ESLs under (a) illumination and dark; J – V characterisctics of 
inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells incorporating with TiOx and ZnO/TiOx ESLs 
before and after light soaking under (c) illumination and (d) dark.  
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Figure 4.11 UPS spectra of TiOx, ZnO, ZnO/TiOx and TiOx/ZnO deposited on top of 
ITO film and bare ITO film. 
 
 
Table 4.2 Device photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted P3HT:PC61BM 






Voc      
(V) 
FF 
η      
(%) 
Rs       
(Ω/cm2) 
Rsh       
(Ω/cm2)
1 ZnO 9.10 0.542 0.58 2.86 10.5 1000 
2 TiOx 9.97 0.554 0.53 2.92 16.3 1125 
3 TiOx/ZnO 9.77 0.561 0.60 3.28 15 1285 
4 ZnO/TiOx 10.25 0.570 0.52 3.04 17.2 1333 
 
 




The optical and morphological properties of each ESL deposited on ITO/glass 
substrate have also been investigated. The transmittances of the ESL films have been 
shown in Fig. 4.12. It can be seen that TiOx layer has better transmittance than ZnO 
layer, and the transmittance of ZnO and TiOx single layer was better than those after 
deposited with another type of layer. The surface roughness of each electrode has also 
been characterized by AFM, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The RMS values of surface 
roughness were 3.99 nm, 2.36 nm, 4.12 nm, 1.3 nm and 2.5 nm for bare ITO, 
ITO/ZnO, ITO/TiOx, ITO/TiOx/ZnO, ITO/ZnO/TiOx, respectively.  























Figure 4.12 Transmittance of TiOx, ZnO, ZnO/TiOx and TiOx/ZnO films deposited on 
top of ITO film and bare ITO film. 
 





Figure 4.13 AFM images of (a) bare ITO film, and (b) TiOx, (c) ZnO, (d) ZnO/TiOx 
and (e) TiOx/ZnO films deposited on top of ITO films. 
 
4.3.2 Photo-stability of devices based on different ESLs 
In order to investigate the device operational lifetime, the devices were kept 
under illumination and measured periodically to observe the illumination effect on the 
device performance. Fig. 4.14 (a) to 4.14 (d) show the periodic J – V curve 
measurements for the devices based on different ESLs under illumination for 20 min 
and Fig. 4.13 (e) shows the change of normalized Voc with the illumination time being 




increased. It can be seen that the performance of all the devices decreases with the 
illumination time, especially Voc values of the devices. From Fig. 4.13 (e), it shows 
that Voc of the device based on ZnO-only ESL has a most rapid and significant 
decrease than other ESLs. After 20 min illumination, only 89 % of the original Voc 
value remains. However, for the device based on ZnO/TiOx ESL, the remaining Voc 
value was as high as 98.3 %.  It also can be observed that Voc of the devices based on 
TiOx layer contacted with active layer decreases slowly than the ZnO layer contacted 
with active layer. Meanwhile, compared with devices based on bare ZnO (or TiOx) 
film, the devices based on ZnO (or TiOx) with TiOx (or ZnO) layer prior deposited 
had better photo-stability. 
The light intensity dependence of the device performance has also been 
investigated. The J – V characteristics of the device performance with different light 
intensities has been measured and shown in Fig. 4.14. The in semi-logarithmic was 
also plotted (insets of Fig. 4.14), and Fig. 4.14 (e) shows the light intensity 
dependence of normalized Voc. Since  Voc ≈ (nkT/q)ln(Isc/Io) = (nkT/q)ln(C) + constant, 
where n, k, T, q, Io and C are the ideality factor, the Boltzmann constant, the 
temperature, the electron charge, the photocurrent and the concentration of the 
sunlight delivered to the cell, respectively [4.32]. From this equation, the value of n 
can be estimated by the slope of (nkT/q)ln(C). From Fig. 4.14 (e), it can be observed 
that nZnO > nTiOx/ZnO > nTiOx > nZnO/TiOx. The ideality factor is a good tool to analyze the 
transport and recombination process. Higher ideality factor extracted from Voc means 
larger shunting effect caused by higher trap-assisted recombination [4.33]. 






Figure 4.13 Periodic J – V curve measurements for the devices based on (a) ZnO, (b) 
TiOx, (c) TiOx/ZnO and ZnO/TiOx ESLs under illumination for 20 min; (e) the change 
of normalized Voc with the illumination time being increased. 


























































































































































































 TiOx after 10 min light soaking
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Figure 4.14 J – V characteristics of the device performance with different light 
intensities for devices based on (a) ZnO, (b) TiOx, (c) TiOx/ZnO and (d) ZnO/TiOx 























































































































































































The possible physical mechanism of shunting effect for the device based ZnO 
film has already been reported [4.30]. The oxygen desorption in ZnO layer under 
illumination induces a narrow bandwidth, which reduces the ZnO capability to act as 
ESL. However, when an additional TiOx film was added, the TiOx layer was 
contacted with active layer and played the hole blocking role. Meanwhile, since the 
oxygen desorption process is reversible, which means the ambient oxygen will be re-
adsorbed by the ZnO surface, when TiOx layer was deposited on top of ZnO film, the 
oxygen in TiOx film could be adsorbed by ZnO surface, leading to a lower TiOx work-
function. This could be the possible explanation for the reduced light soaking time of 
device based on ZnO/TiOx film compared with the bare TiOx film. 
 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, firstly, we optimized the ZnO buffer layer fabrication process 
of inverted OSCs to obtain the maximum device PCE. Effects of different post-
treatments (thermal, humidity, and vacuum) of aqueous solution processed ZnO 
buffer layer on device performance in terms of surface structure and properties were 
investigated. The surface properties of the ZnO buffer layers with thermal, humidity 
(RH 80%), and vacuum post-treatment were investigated by TM-AFM, UV-Vis 
spectroscopy, PL, and XPS measurements. It was found that the thermal and vacuum 
post-treatments not only reduce the surface defect sites but also increase the films 
crystallinity compared to the reference film. Based on P3HT:PC61BM system, devices 
with the ZnO buffer layer which underwent thermal and vacuum post-treatments were 
found to exhibit the higher average PCE 3.58% and 3.51%, and the highest short 
circuit current density (Jsc), 10.29 mA/cm2 and 9.92 mA/cm2, respectively. 




Meanwhile, based on the optimized ZnO layer subjected to thermal post-treatment, a 
high PCE of 7.1% was obtained from an inverted OSC with PTB7:PC71BM active 
layer.  
Photo-stability and performance of devices with different metal oxides ESLs 
were also studied. Photo-induced degradation is a big obstacle for the 
commercialization of OSCs. Due to the shunts generation and degeneration in ZnO 
layer, a significant degradation of Voc has been observed for the device based on ZnO 
layer by periodic measurements of J – V curves with 20 min illumination. For the 
device based on TiOx layer, a UV-induced band binding on TiOx layer surface occurs 
to remove the schottky barrier caused by high surface work-function of ITO/TiOx 
layer, which causes a harmful photo-oxidation in the organic active layers. Due to the 
oxygen re-adsorption process in ZnO layer and excess of oxygen property in TiOx 
layer, TiOx and ZnO layers were combined and applied as ESL in inverted OSCs. The 
device J – V curves with 20 min illumination and different light intensities have been 
both measured. It was found that the device based on TiOx/ZnO had better device 
performance and the device based on ZnO/TiOx layer had better device photo-stability. 
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Inverted structural polymer solar cells (PSCs) [5.1-5.3], which use indium-tin-
oxide (ITO) substrate as the cathode and a high-work-function metal such as silver or 
gold as the top anode, have been considered as an advantageous approach for 
improving the cells’ air stability. Usually, an additional interfacial layer between the 
ITO cathode and organic active layer is introduced in an inverted PSC. This is 
because that the high work-function of the bottom ITO cathode usually hampers the 
formation of ohmic contact for electron transport from the active layer to the ITO 
cathode when the blends of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and phenyl-C61-butyric 
acid methylester (PC61BM) are used for the active layers. A barrier to electron 
extraction is usually formed if the high work-function ITO is in contact with n-type 
organic semiconductor such as PCBM. Thus, an interfacial layer is added in between 
the ITO cathode and the active layer to decrease or eliminate the electron-extraction 
barrier [5.4-5.11]. 
In Chapters 3 and 4,  inorganic metal oxides, zinc oxide (ZnO) and  titanium 
oxide (TiOx), have been investigated and applied for the interfacial layer in inverted 
PSCs, due to their high transparency, efficient electron extraction and hole blocking 
capability. However, there are intrinsic limitations in these devices with metal oxides 




as the interfacial layer, such as the high rate of trap-assisted recombination in the 
interfacial layer [5.12, 5.13], and inherent incompatibility between the inorganic metal 
oxides and organic active layer [5.14-5.16]. Meanwhile, devices with ZnO film as the 
buffer layer usually suffer a significant photo-induced degradation during the 
exposure of light [5.17], and devices with TiOx film as the buffer layer usually need 
post-UV treatment to improve the performance which causes a harmful photo-
oxidation in the organic active layers [5.6]. All these limitations hinder the further 
improvements in cell performance and device lifetime of inverted PSCs. 
To avoid these weaknesses of the metal-oxide interfacial layers, alcohol-
water-soluble polymer-based materials, such as poly[(9,9-bis(3’-(N,N-
dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctyfluorene)] (PFN) [5.9], 
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) [5.10], polyallylamine (PAA) [5.11] and 
polyethylenimine (PEI) [5.11], have been employed to form the interfacial layer on 
ITO for inverted PSCs. These polymer layers can lower the work-function of ITO 
cathode and facilitate the collections of photo-generated charge carriers by forming 
interfacial dipoles [5.18, 5.19]. These polymers are electrical insulators with large 
bandgap, thus should not be considered as a thin film of charge-injection layer but as 
surface modifier.  However, most of the conjugated polyelectrolytes are unstable or 
complicated to synthesis, while nonconjugated polyelectrolyte like PEI is cost-
effective and stable in aqueous solutions, and suitable for simple solution process at 
low temperature, which is desirable for large-area printing solar cells. However, the 
bare PEI polymer is insulting with very low conductivity, thus the PEI interfacial 
layer produces high series resistance in inverted solar cells, resulting in typically low 
current density. Therefore, the conductivity improvement of the PEI interfacial layer 
is desirable for developing highly efficiency solar cells. 




In this Chapter, we demonstrated a high performance cathode interfacial layer 
for realizing PSC with higher efficiency and better stability using a water-soluble 
branched polyetherimine:poly(styrene sulfonate) sodium salt (PEI:PSS)  
polyelectrolyte complex. The conjugated anionic polyelectrolyte PSS is introduced 
into the material system to well tune the solution PH value, imine protonation ability, 
and film electronic properties. It was found that the PEI:PSS interfacial layer could 
enhance the built-in potential across the device due to the increased interface dipole. 
The interfacial layers with different PEI:PSS ratios were investigated, and it was 
found that at a proper ratio, the work-function of ITO electrode could decrease by 
0.42 ~ 0.9 eV. Compared to ZnO or PEI-only interlayer, the PEI:PSS interlayer 
results in significantly increased photocurrent, which could be ascribed to the 
improved imine protonation, and forming cation/anion ionic polyelectrolytes. When 
PEI:PSS ratio equals to 1:0.3, the highest power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 3.68% 
was obtained from the P3HT:PC61BM based cell and a PCE of 5.02 % for poly[[9-(1-
octylnonyl)-9H-carbazole-2,7-diyl]-2,5-thiophenediyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-
diyl-2,5-thiophenediyl]: phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PCDTBT: PC71BM) 
based cell. When a TiOx/PEI:PSS bilayer configuration was used as the electron 
selective layer, the device performance was further enhanced to 3.9 % 
(P3HT/PC61BM based cell) and 5.34 % (PCDTBT: PC71BM based cell). Furthermore, 
the post-UV light treatment, which is usually needed for TiOx based cell, could be 
avoided. The high performance TiOx/PEI:PSS based cells demonstrates a promising 
cathode configuration for realizing high efficiency and long lifetime PSCs.   
 




5.2 Performance of devices based on PEI:PSS with different 
ratios 
The PEI:PSS solutions with different ratios were prepared as described in 
section 2.2.3 and the inverted OSC fabrication process was described in section 2.2.2. 
Fig. 5.1 (a) and (b) illustrate the schematic device structure and the energy diagrams 
for flat band conditions at the ITO/PEI:PSS/active layer junction with the PEI:PSS 
interfacial layer, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.1 (a) The device structure of the inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cell; (b) 




5.2.1 XPS measurement 
When PEI:PSS aqueous solutions are deposited on ITO films, the positively 
charged amines (protonated amines) of PEI:PSS interact strongly with the negatively 
charged terminal oxygen ions of the ITO surface, thus the existence of protonated 




amines is the key factor to affect the work-function of the cathode and hence the 
device performance [5.11, 5.20, 5.21]. The XPS measurements were carried out to 
analyze the surfaces of the cathode configurations of bare-ITO, ITO/PEI and 
ITO/PEI:PSS with different ratios (PEI:PSS=1:0.1, 1:0.3, 1:0.5, 1:0.8 and 1:1). Fig. 
5.2 (a) and (b) show the survey and high-resolution XPS spectra of these cathode 
configurations. It is clearly shown that the N 1s peaks exhibit at the binding energy of 
399.5 eV and 401 eV, which are corresponding to the nitrogen atom in neutral amines 
and protonated amines [5.22-5.24], respectively. The [N+]/[N] ratio of each cathode 
has been quantitatively analyzed (shown in Fig. 5.2 (c)) since the intensity of the 
electrostatic dipole on the cathode surface is mainly determined by the concentration 
of protonated amines [5.11]. It can be seen that all the ITO/PEI:PSS films have higher 
[N+]/[N] ratios compared with ITO/PEI.  The [N+]/[N] increases firstly with the PSS 
content, reaching to the maximum when the PEI:PSS ratio is 1:0.8, and then decreases 
with further increase of the PSS content.  Due to the increased [N+]/[N] ratio, the 
binding energy of the N 1s peaks shifts to the higher value. However, there is a kink 
which occurs in the [N+]/[N] ratio when the PEI:PSS is 1:0.5. A higher [N+]/[N] ratio 
means that it is more easily for the protonated amines in the ITO/PEI:PSS cathode to 
be distributed on ITO surface, which can induce larger work-function to decrease.  
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Figure 5.2 (a) Survey XPS spectra and (b) high-resolution XPS spectra of  N 1s on 
the ITO/PEI and ITO/PEI:PSS with different ratios; (c) protonated amine/amine ratios 
of the  ITO/PEI and ITO/PEI:PSS with different ratios. 
 





















































5.2.2 Optical and morphological properties 
         The optical and morphological properties of each electrode have also been 
investigated. The transmittances of the ITO/PEI:PSS electrodes are almost identical to 
the bare ITO electrode (Fig. 5.4). The surface roughness of the ITO/PEI:PSS 
electrodes has little change as compared to the bare ITO, as  characterized by AFM 
(Fig. 5.5). Therefore, the influences of optical and morphological to the cell 
performance can be excluded. The reduced ITO work-function is mainly caused by 
forming the interfacial dipoles at the ITO surface rather than changing the ITO optical 




Figure 5.4 Tranmittance spectra of  the  ITO/PEI and ITO/PEI:PSS with different 
ratios. 
 









5.2.3 Device performance based on PEI:PSS interfacial layers 
         To explore the impacts of PEI:PSS as the interfacial layer on PSC device 
performance, a series of inverted PSCs with PEI:PSS coated ITO as the cathodes were 
fabricated. For comparison, the PSC devices using bare ITO, and ITO/ZnO as the 
cathodes were also fabricated at the same time. The cells’ performance of open circuit 
voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Jsc), fill factor (FF) and PCE, and their series (Rs) 
and shunt resistance (Rsh) are summarized in Table 5.1. It can be seen from Table 5.1 
that the PEI-based cell shows a low Jsc (8.62 mA/cm2) and PCE (3.01 %) which are 
lower than the ZnO-based cell (9.46 mA/cm2, 3.12 %). However, with the 
incorporation of PSS into PEI, the Jsc increases significantly to 10.27 - 10.36 mA/cm2 
(when PSS/PEI ≥ 0.3). Even when PEI:PSS=1:0.1, the Jsc (9.99 mA/cm2) is still 




higher than the PEI- and ZnO-based cells.  As a consequence, all the PEI:PSS based 
cells show much increased PCE (3.40 - 3.68 %) as compared to the PEI based cell 
(3.01 %), and the PCEs are also higher than the ZnO-based cell (3.12 %). The highest 
PCE of 3.68 % was obtained from the cell when PEI:PSS=1:0.3. It was thought that 
the strong ionic interaction between PEI and PSS helps the thin films forming 3D 
network. The conjugated PSS chain will help to improve the electron transport and 
extraction between cathode and active layer. 
It is also noticed that the PEI:PSS-based cells have considerably decreased Rs 
(8.6 - 9.2 Ω/cm2) and increased Rsh (720 - 1500 Ω/cm2) as compared to the PEI-based 
cell (Rs =10.6 Ω/cm2 , Rsh 546 Ω/cm2). The increased Jsc and decreased Rs in the 
PEI:PSS based cells indicate that improved electron extraction is achieved through 
incorporation of PSS into the PEI in the interfacial layer. 
Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra are shown in 
Fig. 5.6 (b). The IPCE at the wavelength of 550 nm is about 70 - 73 % for devices 
comprising of PEI:PSS interfacial layers, with the maximum IPCE (73 %) obtained 
for PEI:PSS=1:1. While the PEI-only device has an IPCE value of only 59 % at the 











Figure 5.6 (a) J – V characterisctics of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells 
incorporating no interfaical layer, ZnO layer and PEI:PSS films with different ratios; 
(b) IPCE spectra of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells.   




Table 5.1 Characteristics of PEI and PEI:PSS solutions with different ratios and the 
device photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells 
without interfacial layer, and incorporating with ZnO, PEI and PEI:PSS films with 
different ratios as the electron transport layer. ΔWF indicates the decreased work 








Voc    
(V) 
FF 
η      
(%) 
Rs      
(Ω/cm2) 
Rsh       
(Ω/cm2) 
No interface layer 0 N.A. 8.29 0.30 0.37 0.92 25 73 
ZnO N.A. N.A. 9.46 0.56 0.59 3.12 9.7 900 
PEI 0.86 10.26 8.62 0.592 0.59 3.01 10.6 546 
PEI:PSS (1:0.1) 0.85 10.46 9.99 0.588 0.58 3.40 8.9 818 
PEI:PSS (1:0.3) 0.89 10.74 10.30 0.595 0.60 3.68 8.6 720 
PEI:PSS (1:0.5) 0.67 10.94 10.27 0.592 0.60 3.64 8.7 1058 
PEI:PSS (1:0.8) 0.65 11.10 10.36 0.587 0.59 3.59 8.7 1500 
PEI:PSS (1:1) 0.44 10.99 10.28 0.590 0.58 3.52 9.2 1059 
 
5.3 Performance of devices based on TiOx/PEI:PSS bilayer 
In order to further investigate the versatility of this polyelectrolyte complex, 
we incorporated PEI:PSS onto metal oxide surface to enhance the efficiency of the 
cell by lowering the work-function of metal oxide and reduce trap-assisted 
recombination. As we know, the metal oxides based cathode buffer layers have many 
defect sites which usually act as recombination centers.  When combining with other 
organic layer, the oxide surface was passivated to reduce the recombination.   
The J – V characteristics of inverted solar cells with TiOx interlayer and 
TiOx/PEI:PSS interlayer under AM. 1.5G irradiation at 100 mWcm-2 are shown in Fig. 
5.7. The corresponding electrical parameters are summarized in Table 5.2. The device 
with only TiOx interlayer has to undergo a light soaking to make the TiOx layer well-
functioning. It can be seen from Fig. 5.7 that the the J – V curve of TiOx-based cell 




before light soaking has a kink, and the kink is removed after light soaking for 10 min, 
with PCE of 2.9 % obtained (Jsc=9.97 mA/cm2, Voc=0.55 V, and FF=0.53). This PCE 
is still lower compared to PEI:PSS-based devices (Table 5.1).  However, the 
TiOx/PEI:PSS-based cell, with the combination of TiOx and PEI:PSS layers, not only 
eliminates the S shape in the J – V curve (no light soaking needed), but also enhances 
the PCE to 3.9 % which is higher than the TiOx-based cell (2.9 %) and PEI:PSS based 
cell (3.68 %). The PCE increase is from the increased Voc and FF. Comparing the 
TiOx/PEI:PSS-based cell to TiOx-based cell, Voc increases from 0.55 to 0.60 V, FF 
increased from 0.53 to 0.66, while the Jsc decreases from 9.97 to 9.89 mA/cm2. Rs 
decreases from 13.1 Ω/cm2 to 7.8 Ω/cm2 and Rsh increases from 1059 Ω/cm2 to 2223 
Ω/cm2. The increase of Voc could be explained by work-function decrease by the 
PEI:PSS treatment, which could increase the work-function difference between 
cathode and anode. The decreased Rs, increased Rsh and enhanced FF could be 
explained by the surface passivation of TiOx surface with PEI:PSS and reduced trap-
assisted recombination. 
 
Table 5.2 Device photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted P3HT:PC61BM 





Voc    
(V) 
FF 
η        
(%) 
Rs      
(Ω/cm2) 
Rsh       
(Ω/cm2) 
TiOx before light soaking 9.45 0.56 0.29 1.53 87.3 121.5 
TiOx after 5 min light soaking 9.97 0.55 0.53 2.90 13.1 1059 
TiOx/PEI:PSS (1:0.3) 9.89 0.60 0.66 3.91 7.8 2223 
 






Figure 5.7  (a) J – V characterisctics of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells with TiOx 
interface layer before and after light soaking and with TiOx/PEI:PSS interface layer; 

























 TiOx before light soaking



























5.4 Device Stability 
 
The stability of P3HT:PC61BM solar cells using PEI:PSS interfacial layers has 
also been investigated. The normalized PCEs as a function of storage time of the cells 
(unencapsulated) in a nitrogen filled glovebox are shown in Fig. 5.8.  The PCE of 
ZnO-based cell has the faster degradation, with only 62 % remaining after 180 days. 
The PCEs of PEI-, and PEI:PSS-based cells have similarly the slowest degrading 
trend indicating much improved stability. The PCEs remains at approximately 94% of 
the origin values after 180 days for the PEI:PSS(1:0.3)-based cell. For the cells based 
on TiOx and TiOx/PEI:PSS(1:0.3), the PCEs remains at approximately 93% and 90%, 
respectively, both exhibit better stability than ZnO-based cell. This result shows that 
unencapsulated inverted solar cells based on the PEI:PSS films exhibit much better 
stability than  ZnO films, indicating a better stability of the ITO/PEI/interfaces. 
 
 
Figure 5.8  Stability of inverted P3HT:PC61BM solar cells with ZnO, PEI, PEI:PSS 
(with different ratios),TiOx after light soaking and with TiOx/PEI:PSS interface layers. 
 



























5.5 Performance of devices based on PCDTBT:PC71BM   
  The TiOx/PEI:PSS system was also applied to PCDTBT/PC71BM-based 
inverted PSCs to test its feasibility in more general material systems. Fig. 5.9 (a) 
shows J – V characteristics of inverted solar cell based on PCDTBT/PC71BM 
incorporating with ZnO, TiOx, PEI, PEI:PSS(1:0.3), and TiOx/PEI:PSS(1:0.3) as the 
interfacial layer, respectively. The device parameters are summarized in Table 5.3. A 
PCE of 5.02 % for the device with PEI:PSS(1:0.3) on ITO was obtained which is 
higher than the PCEs of cells based on interlayers of ZnO, TiOx and PEI, respectively. 
The PCE enhancement is mainly due to the increase in Jsc. By using 
TiOx/PEI:PSS(1:0.3) interlayer, the PCE is further increased to 5.34 % due to the 
further enhancement of Voc and FF.  
 
 
Table 5.3 Device photovoltaic performance parameters of inverted 
PCDTBT:PC71BM solar cells incorporating ZnO, TiOx, PEI, PEI:PSS(1:0.3) and 





Voc     
(V) 
FF 
η        
(%) 
Rs      
(Ω/cm2) 
Rsh       
(Ω/cm2) 
ZnO 9.22 0.86 0.60 4.75 9.7 720 
TiOx 9.62 0.87 0.58 4.85 19.1 900 
PEI 8.83 0.83 0.53 3.88 13.1 562 
PEI:PSS (1:0.3) 10.19 0.88 0.56 5.02 9.3 640 













Figure 5.9  (a) J – V characterisctics of inverted PCDTBT:PC71BM solar cells with 
ZnO, PEI, PEI:PSS(1;0.3) interface layers, TiOx interface layer before and after light 
soaking and with TiOx/PEI:PSS (1:0.3) interface layer; (b) IPCE spectra of inverted 










In this chapter, high-efficiency inverted organic solar cells incorporating 
PEI:PSS films with different ratios as the cathode interfacial layer have been 
successfully demonstrated. Highest PCE of 3.68 % for P3HT:PC61BM devices was 
obtained at PEI:PSS ratio of 1:0.3. When the TiOx layer modified by PEI:PSS(1:0.3), 
a high PCE of 3.9 % was obtained for P3HT:PC61BM device. In addition, PCEs of 
5.02 % and 5.34 % were also obtained from the PCDTBT:PC71BM cells by 
incorporating into the PEI:PSS(1:0.3) and TiOx/PEI:PSS(1:0.3) layers, respectively. 
The XPS and UPS analysis indicate that the work-function of ITO has a significant 
decrease after coating with PEI:PSS films. The reduced work-function results from 
the electrostatic interfacial dipoles formed by the protonated amines. Compared with 
the cells based on metal oxide and PEI-only interfacial layers, the cells based on 
PEI:PSS layers can obtain higher Jsc and Voc, thus higher PCE. Meanwhile, the cells 
based on PEI:PSS interfacial layers have better air stability compared with the cells 
based on ZnO layers. The reduced work-function also eliminates the electron barrier 
caused by TiOx layer which avoids the post-UV treatment and thus reduces the photo-
induced degradation. 
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Conclusions and outlook 
 
6.1 Summary of results 
In this thesis, three types of cathode interfacial layers, ALD-grown, solution 
processed metal oxides (ZnO and TiOx) and polyelectrolyte (PEI:PSS), have been 
studied for inverted OSCs.  
ALD-grown ZnO and TiOx films are dense, stable and robust with the 
capability of conformal coating on nanostructural surfaces, showing promising 
interfacial layers for OSCs. In Chapter 3, the low temperature ALD deposited metal-
oxide thin films as the electron selective interlayer were conformally coated on the 
well-ordered periodic nano-groove structures to form the periodically nanostructured 
ITO-cathode/active-layer interfaces. By using ALD coating, it was found that the ITO 
patterns were maintained upon adding the metal oxide layer, thus avoiding the 
“flattening effect” which usually happens when spin coating PEDOT on the ITO 
patterns. It was also found that the thickness of the interfacial layer between the ITO 
surface and active layer was even and precisely controlled, thus eliminating the 
influence of the thickness variation of the interfacial layer. As a result, the device 
performance especially the photocurrent has been significantly increased by using the 
patterned ITO electrodes combined with ALD deposited metal oxide interlayer for the 
cells. Compared to the planar ITO cathode, the nano-patterned ITO cathode with only 
30-nm-height nano-grooves led to a considerable improvement in short-circuit current 




which increased by 10.8% (from 10.21 to 11.31 mA/cm2) for P3HT:PCBM based 
OSCs with ZnO interlayer, and 23.11% (from 9.52 to 11.72 mA/cm2) for OSCs with 
TiO2 interlayer. The performance improvement is believed due to the enhanced 
charge collections and light absorption arising from the light trapping and also 
morphology improvement in the active layer.  
In Chapter 4, the solution-processed metal oxides (ZnO and TiOx) as cathode 
interfacial layer were developed, since the long-time consumption and expensive 
ALD deposition process is not desirable for the cost-effective fabrication process for 
OSCs. Firstly, effects of different post-treatments (thermal, humidity, and vacuum) of 
aqueous solution processed ZnO buffer layer were investigated on the device 
performance of inverted OSCs in terms of surface structure and properties. It was 
found that the thermal and vacuum post-treatments not only reduce the film surface 
defect sites but also increase the film crystallinity compared to the reference film. 
Based on P3HT:PC61BM system, the devices with the ZnO buffer layer underwent 
thermal and vacuum post-treatments were found to exhibit the higher average PCE 
3.58% and 3.51%, and the higher Jsc, 10.29 mA/cm2 and 9.92 mA/cm2, respectively. 
Secondly, the device photo-stability of devices based on ZnO, TiOx interlayers, and 
ZnO/TiOx, TiOx/ZnO bilayers has also been studied, since photo-induced degradation 
is a big obstacle for the commercialization of OSCs. Due to the shunts generation and 
degeneration in ZnO layer, a significant degradation of Voc and FF has been observed 
by periodic measurements of the device J – V curves with 20 min illumination. Due to 
the high work-function of ITO/TiOx layer, a UV-induced band binding occurs in TiOx 
layer surface to reduce this schottky barrier, which causes a harmful photo-oxidation 
in the organic active layers. It was found that devices based on TiOx/ZnO bilayer 




obtained better device performance, and devices based on ZnO/TiOx bilayer contained 
better photo-stability.  
In Chapter 5, polyelectrolyte complex, PEI:PSS, as the cathode interfacial 
layer was used for  highly efficient inverted OSCs. It was found that the PEI:PSS 
cathode interfacial layer can induce an ohmic contact with the fullerene active layer 
and increase the built-in fields through significant reduction of the work-function of 
ITO. Using the blend of P3HT and PC61BM as the active layer, OSC devices 
incorporating PEI:PSS as the cathode interfacial layer show much increased PCE than 
the devices with ZnO or PEI-only interfacial layer.  The combination of PEI:PSS with 
TiOx bilayer polyelectrolyte exhibited excellent performance by reducing the energy 
barrier for electron injection and transport and reducing the trap-assisted 
recombination. The S-shape in the J – V curves of devices based on TiOx layers has 
been eliminated due to the reduced electron injection barrier.  Meanwhile, it was 
found that device air stability based on PEI:PSS interfacial layer was better than 
devices based on ZnO layer. From the solution processability, air stability, and device 
performance, the polyelectrolyte, PEI:PSS, should be the best choice for interlayer in 
inverted solar cells. 
 
6.2 Recommendations for future work 
Three types of cathode interfacial layers have been studied and their properties 
and effects on device performance have been clearly demonstrated. However, there 
are still some issues need further study. Based on my understanding acquired from the 
research projects, the following new ideas are proposed. 




(1) To investigate effects of different periods and depths of patterned ITO 
nanostructure on OSC device performance. The period and depth of patterned ITO 
nanostructure studied in this work is 500 nm and 30 nm (maximum depth), 
respectively. It was found that this 500 nm period determined the light absorption 
enhancement range around 500 nm in solar spectra. As a result, we can try different 
pattern periods to optimize the light absorption to further enhance the Jsc. Meanwhile, 
due to the wet chemical etching technique we used in this work, the maximum depth 
can be achieved is only 30 nm and the pattern depth is difficult to be controlled. In the 
future work, we could use RIE dry etching to obtain larger depth and the deeper 
pattern can be better controlled, so the device performance can be further optimized. 
 (2) To further increase the conducting property of PEI:PSS film to replace 
ITO film. Many new transport and conducting materials have been proposed and 
studied to replace ITO, such as PEDOT:PSS, graphene and metal meshes, since ITO 
is expensive and brittle. We have found that adding PPS into PEI solution could 
change the solution conductivity and thus the film conductivity. In the next step, we 
could further increase the film conductivity to replace ITO film to fabricate ITO-free 
OSC device. This fabrication method will more fit the roll-to-roll and cost-effective 
fabrication process. 
(3) Since roll-to-roll and cost-effective fabrication process is always what we 
wanted, the all solution-processed OSC device is desired. In this work, the hole 
selective layer (MoO3) and anode (Ag) were all deposited by vacuum thermal 
evaporation. However, this deposition processed is not desirable for the roll-to-roll 
fabrication process. In the future work, firstly, we would use PEDOT:PSS as the hole 
selective layer instead of  MoO3, so the spray coating or die slot coating method can 
be applied. Secondly, we can utilize screen printing technique to fabricate the Ag 




anode. As a result, all solution processed OSC device can be obtained and the flexible 
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